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Soldier Kills Policeman,
Naco, Ariz., Sept. 18, Aurelianio
18. Rebel Valle, assistant chief of police of
Douglas, Ariz.,
Sept.
bpnds in northern Sonora are report Naco, Sonora, died last night from
wounds received in a fight with Trooj
ed to be mobilizing at Colonia
the Mormon settlement which er Brown of the Fourth United State!,
has been twice devastaated by the ln-- cavalry. Brown will be formally
Burrectos. The rebel band of Antonio charged with murder and taken to
Cananea for trial.
,
Rojas, which arrived at Morelos Sunday, was joined there by Salazar'a
rebels after they evacuted El TIgre
SNEAD WANTS RELEASE
and today the Insurrecto force of
18. Aplica- Amarlllo, Tex., Sept.
Alanis, which has been operating
south of Nacozarl, merged with the tlon for a writ of habears corpus was
made today t by counsel for J. Beal
rebels at Morelos.
,,'
under indictment here for the
Snead,
Teh men were sent out by AlanW
murder
of Al G. Boyce, Jr. This step
at breakfast time this morning to
to secure the release of Snead was
29
Cuchuverachl
miles
the
ranch,
taken after counsel failed to agree
southeast of Agua Prieta. They were
on the amount of bond. Hearing on
aparently making for the Internation the
application was set for next Monal line, presumably to smuggle across
'
day.
The foreman of the
ammunition.
Members and friends of the Snead
ranch immediately rode to the nearest
and Boyce clans, who gathered here
telephone at San Bernardino ranch from the
southwest following the
and telephoned the news to Douglas.
announced that they would
shooting,
to
a
are
have
The rebels
reported
remain In Amarlllo until after the
large supply of ammunition cached in
hearing on the writ to secure Snead's
El
about
miles
five
a canyon
from
A
freedom.
Tigre. where a heavy guard Is ruaiu-- i
s,

'

tained.
After holding communication with
Colonel Munoz and Colonel Ebregon,
commanding the federal forces at El
Tigre and Nacozarl respectively, General Sanjines ordered preparation for
the sending of 600 men from the Agua
Prieta garrison' to the south. The
combined force of rebels now at Morelos Is estimated at 1,700, men and
with the troops at Nacozarl and 131
Tigre, Sanjines expects to put as
many men into the field against the
rebels. The federal general declared
today that he would make an aggres
sive campaign against the combined
rebels now that "the several strong
bands have combined, greatly
the jeopardy of the Ameri
can mining towns in Sonora south of
here. Great anxiety is felt here lest
the rebels again put out of conimS
8ion the Nacozarl railroad, repairs to
which have nearly been completed.
Forces of Antonio Rojas and Inez Salazar have combined a few miles- north
of El Tigre and are preparing to ra
capture that town. Although informa
tion was received yesterday by Gener-a- l
Sanjines that Rojas and Salazar
had quarreled and would not combine",
.American Consul Dye received, posl-itlv-e
Information today of tie junction
"
of the "rebel bands.:

UTAIlLtlERS

1

WANT

INCREASED WAGES

Hermann Says Plans Are Premature.
Cincinnati, Sept. 18 Chairman August Hermann of the national baseball
commission announced that the commission would meet in New York next
and arrange for the
Wednesday
world's championship series.
Mr. Hermann said all matters pertaining to the games would be placed
in the hands of the national committee. He believed the arrangement for
the distribution of tickets as made by
the Boston American
league club
management was premature and, even
if applied, would not be successful. He
is rather in favor of obliging mail requests as much as possible.

IN THE

Salt Lake City, Sept. 18." The
county sheriff, secretary of state and
secretary of Governor Spry are in
conference today discussing reports

-

Zapata Demands Madero's Resignation
New York, Sept 18. General
Zapata, the rebel chief who is
threatening to attack Mexico City,;
'gives his reasons for his . uprising
against President Madero in a statement forwarded to the Herald, from
his camp at Yautepac, Morelos. He
5
;
says:
"So that the people of the United
States may know why the devolution
Is going on against Madero in southern Mexico I make this statement.
with
"I charge Madero
making
promises to reduce taxes to Induce
the people to follow him against Diaz-Hhas kept none of these promises.
I charge him with promising to in-crease the taxes on large estates so
that the owners would have to cot
them up and thus give the poor man
a chance to but a little farm. Ha has
not kept this promise.
"I charge Madero with Ignoring the
man who helped him win, and with
putting into places of trust, at large
salaries 73 of Ms relatives.
"I demand that Madero resign the
presidency; that he and his wamily
Eml-llano- o

J

RESERVATIONS.

Boston, Sept. 1 8. Arrangements for
the baseball games in this city of the
coming world's championship serls
at Fenway Park are well under way.
Nearly 100 persons are at work completing the arrangements for accom
modating between 30,000 and 35,00'
persons at each of the games expeiv
ed to be played here. ,
The carpenters are rearing tempo
rary stands on all available space.
Ten thousand seats in. addition to the
normal capacity of 22,000 will, it is
expected, result from their labors.
The Boston management has adopted an elaborate system of protection
agafhst the securing of tickets by
speculators. The system already has
uncovered attempts to buy tickets in
bunches for speculative purposes.
It is announced that all of trie 15,000
reserved seats will be distributed tc
individuals in person, except in the
general, allotments to the national
baseball commission and to the .playj
ers. No tickets will be sent out by
mall, registered or otherwise. No
money Is accepted with applications.
Only those requests for tickets for all
the games In this ctiy are being noticed and only one ticket will be issued for three games. This, It is expected, will minimize the operations
of the speculative element.

BINGHAM CAMP
IS THE RESULT OF THEIR
ULTIMATUM.
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FORE SENATE' COMMITTEE

THAT
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MANY
DIPLOMATS FEESENT
SPEED BOAT REGATTA
Buffalo, N. Y Sept. 18. Everything
CANDIDATE
MUST OLD DEED FOR PURCHASE OF OS is in readiness for the opening-tomorroSECRETARY
OF STATE
KNOX
EXPLAIN THAT $100,000 CONBORNE PLANT TURNS UP
of the third annual speed boat
SENDS A MAGNIFICENT FLOIN COURT.
TRIBUTION
regatta of the Buffalo Motor Boat
RAL PIECE
club. The contest will taks place
on the Niagara river as In previous
RE MAY ADDIESS
MEETING CONTRACTS
INTRODUCED
years. Tomorrow will be devoted to RELATIVES
CF
SCLDIERS
the preliminary events, with the na
LEADERS OF HIS PARTY ARE AR-.- GOVERNMENT IS MAKING STRONG tional and International chnmninn.
pionships to follow on Friday and Sat- THOSE WHOSE DEAR ONES FELL
RANGING FOR RECEPTION
CASE AT HEARING IN
AT PORT ARTHUR AMONG
urday.
AND SPEAKING"
CHICAGO.
MOURNERS

'

..

Chicago, Sept. 18. Contracts and
IS. Colonel
Washington,
Sept.
Roosevelt will reach Washington at other documents by which the Inter
2:30 o'clock Tuesday afternoon Octo- national Harvester company is alleged
ber 1, according to a telegram re to havd formed and carried on a trust
were introduced by the government
ceived from the colonel's train
today
suit against that
by Frank J. Hogan, progressive lead- today in Its anti-truer in the District of Columbia. Chair- corporation. One of the eleven contracts showed that in the purchase of
man Clapp, of the senate
campaign
expenditures committee, will arrange the D, M. Osborne & Co. plant at Aubfor Colonel Roosevelt to be heard that urn, N. Y., George W Perkins had
afternoon regarding the alleged con- signed for the Harvester company. In
tribution of $100,000 by the Standard this instance,, the government chargOil company to his 1904 campaign ed "for two years the defendant concealed and denied its association with
fund.
..
It Is expected that Colonel Roose- the Osborne company, ana operated
velt will go jdlrect from his train to the latter as an Independent company.
the capitol. Mr. Hogan has taken up This was in pursuance of the defendwith the New York progressive head- ant's policy, by denying ownership, to
use controlled companies to break
quarters a plan to have the colonel
down
competition and secured for
remain in Washington for a mass
themselves the benefit of public senmeeting the night of October 1.

BROTHERHOOD OF ST. ANDREW.
Toronto, Ont, Sept. 18. Everything
Is in readiness for the Canadian convention of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew, which will meet in this, city tomorrow for a three days' session.
Many men of prominence are sched
uled as speakers, among them Pre
mier Borden, Sir James Whitney, A.
B. Wiswell of Halifax, Bishop Farthing of Montreal and Right Rev. Dr.
Talbot, Lord Bishop tt Winchester,
'
England.

i,-

Roosevelt Wants Pay.
Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 18. A dispute
between th; state ralr management
end Colonel Pjiosevelt for a time
threatened to v prevent the visit of
Roosevelt to the fair here on Thursday. The fair management refused to
pay the expense for a special train
and it was announceu that Roosevelt
would cancel his engagement.
Word was received this morning-froE. P. Costigan of Denver, R6ose-ve- lt
candidate for governor, that
Roosevelt would appear here as ar-

ranged and that the original program
would be carried out without a hitch.
RUSSIA WANTS A TREATY
Beverly, Mass., Sept. 18. It was

learned today that at the recent visit
of Curtis Guild, ambassador to Russia, to the "Summer White House"
here he discussed with rPresldent
Taft the steps taken by the St. Petersburg "government to promulgate a
treaty to take the place of the one
recently abrogated by the United
States, tumors of his resignation are
not given credence at the "Summer
House," it became known today.

PLATFOilJF Till? PROGRESSIVE
BECLAUES

HERO

IRED

STRIKE
.

ZONE IS

GROWING WIDER

timent against combinations." In connection with the other contracts the MORE MILITIA IS SENT TO THE
MINING DISTRICT OF WEST
government's (intentions were simi--

.....l

VIRGINIA

Bdwin P. Groiivenor, apaeial assistant attorney general, itt Introducing

Charleston, W. Va Sept. J 8. The
martial law zone In the strike coune
try was extended today to Include
county, where disturbances have
been reported among striking miners
since early In' the week. Soon after
the boundaries of the new zone were
announced two companies of Infantry
captured fifteen mine guards. They
were started on the way to military
headquarters where they will oe
tried.
Interest here today centered in a
,
telegram received by President Thomas Cairns of District No. 17, United
Mine Workers, from International
President John White that he and
v
other international officers would
here in time for the meeting called
by Governor Glasscock of miners and
and Miller company, Akron, Ohio, anU coal operators and commercial bodies
the Minnie Harvester company of St. for next Saturday morning.
The mine guards were taken Into
Paul.
custody within the extended martial
law territory and three arrests resulted from the guards for being
TAFT TALKS POLITICS
armed, a direct violation or military
-

,,
the exhibits saidi
,
"The Ostiorne company was the
largest independent manufacturer of
harvesting implements in 1902 In the
United States after the formation of
the trust. The Harvester company,
through Mr. Perkins, acquired control
in January, 1903. This contract Is
signed by Mr. Perkins os chairman of
the finance committee of the International Harvester company. The consideration was $4,500,000. The government charges that the Osborne company for several years thereafter was
masquerading as independent.
Mr. Groevenor also introduced contracts alleging the acquisition by the
Harvester company of the Keystone
company of Sterling, 111., the Aultman

,
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GRAVE
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Things Ridicule Kills
Deserve to
Parish. -

WARSHIP AT TAMPICO
Washinton, Sept. 18. The cruiser
Des' Moines, the first American war
ship to appear upon the eaBtern coast
A CUTE of Mexico at in more than a year, Is
AT
The
Tamploo
expected
today.
state department made it clear that
while United States warships wete
GAME
expected to extend protection to
Americans or other foreign, citizens
in case local authorities could not
HELD SUBSIDIARY
COMPANIES, protect them, their commanders have FIFTY THOUSAND PEOPLE
AT'
been strictly enjoined tot take no part
MASQUERADING THEM AS
TEND THE FUNERAL OF
In the factional fighting or
INDEPENDENT.
quarrels In
COUNT NOGI
cldcnt to the revolution.

WORKED

MOilEY

OaUy Waxim

CITY EDITION

from Bingham, a copper mining camp
eighteen miles from Salt Lake, where
strikers and strike pickets armed with
rifles, guns, pistols and clubs, are
preventing any of the 5,000 men usual,
ly employed In the mines from going
to work this morning.
The force of deputy sheriffs stationed In the camp is entitrely inadeBevelry, Mass.. Sept 18. New York
quate to handle the situation should
and Massachusetts politics today oc
BRYAN IN UTAH.
trouble .arise and the conference at
cupied much of President Taft's at
Salt Lake City, Utah. Sept. 18. A
the capitiU relates to the advisability
PLAGUE IN HAWAII.
tention; He had invited aa luncheon
of automobiles left Salt Lake
caravan
of declaring martial law and filling
18. Indications of guests Fred
Sept.
Washington,
meet
Greiner, postmaster at
to
Provo
for
this
morning
City
Bingham with state troops. At noon
his Provo bubonic plague have been discovered Buffalo and one of the upstate reand
J.
after
William
Bryan,
quiet continued throughout the disin the Hawaiian Islands. Capture of publican leaders in' New York; Samuel
speech bring him 10 tne capital, stop
trict.,
one plague infected rat at Olaa, island J. Elder, a "Boston attorney prominent
ping on the way,at a number of little
towns In the Utah and Salt Lake val- - of Hawaii, 250 miles from Honolulu, in republican councils, and Congress
Federation Advises Waiting.
ieys. Mr. Bryan is scheduled for a and one suspicious death, have been man Robert O. Harris of Massachu"
wait-;
reported to the public health service. setts.
18.
Bingham
speech in Salt Lake City tonight
Bingham, Sept.
de-.
ed anxiously this morning for the
velopment following the vote at a min-- j
ere' meeting last night in favor of a J
strike fox higher wages to begin to-day. A strike will affect immediately
4,000 men, principally aliens, and
for many days, will involve t
9,000 or 10,000 men, including those
employed in the reduction mills and
smelter at Garfield. An increase of
25 cents a day is the bone of conten
tion. The Utah Copper company and
Sept. 18. How the representatives into the Steel trust, ing; in other words, that it is less ef
Minneapolis,
many smaller concerns have refused united States Steel corporation inci- and it was suggested iy, Mr. Gary fective than its competitors and that
and George W. Perkinc. They have its control of the product is increasing
te treat with union officials represent-- ,
would bellefit by the plank
I
in ty tho tninfira
thought, this thing out. i am not .in-- j only In those branches of business
In the third party platform proposing
forested to question their motives. It whexe, by purchase and otherwise, it
Charles H. Moyer, president of the
commay be, for all I know, that they has a practical monopoly.
Western Federation of Miners, ad- regulation of trusts by a federal
"Moreover I have this to say to the
vised against an immediate strike at mission was discussed by Governor think, and honestly think, that that
Carry out the plan of
the meeting last night, but was over- Woodrow Wilson in his speeches as is the way to, safeguard the business workingmen.
Mr.
and
Mr. Perkins and you
whatever
this
of
But
country.
Gary
they
ruled by unanimous , vote. By 10 he
passed from Sioux City, Iowa, to
think, this they know, that itivlll save will have given them a control in the
o'clock the miners were idle. Strike
Minneapolis and St. Paul today. It the United States Steel corporation rmarket for labor, which will suit
pickets, many of whom were said to
S. D., that ine from the necessity of doing Its busi- those gentlemen
perfectly. They don't
be armed, turned back the shifts was at Sioux Falls,
want competitors to come into the
democratic nominee first drew atten- ness better than its competitors.
which1 started for work. Twenty-fiv"For If you will look into the sta- market for labor, because new comdeputies sent to the camp by the sher- tion to tl)e origin of the third party
iff of Salt Lake county were power- plank for handling the trust problem. tistics of the business of the United petitors will roea,n new wages and new
"Where was the method now pro States Steel corporation you will wage scales'.' These are the very men
less. Miners were leaving yesterday
it has competi- and almost the only men who have
find that wherever
in large numbers for other districts posed of regulating the trusts suggest
and many more are preparing to fol- ed ?" asked the governor. "It 'was sug tors, the amount of the product wtych successfully opposed union labor, in
gested in the inquiry by the house of It controls is decreasing, not lncreas- - the United States."
low.
1

f

GETTING COLONEL TO TELL il ARVESTER TRUST

SERIES

ARE

ARMIES

TRATING

leave the republic forever. 'The government must not give them a cent
on which to go, for the Madero fam
ily has had enough of the government
,
money.
READY-FO"I do not want the presidency, but
no demand an honest election,
at
which I will agree not to be a caa- dldute.
Immediately on the election
the laws must be revised from top
to bottom, so as to give the poor
man a chance.
AMERICAN LEAGUE PARK STANDS
"I have 18,000 men under arms iu
ARE BEING INCREASED
18 Btates of Mexico whilePascual
IN SIZE.
Oiozco, with whom I have no connection, has control of two states, makHOLD
ing 20 states under arms. If I am TO
35,003 PEOPLE
victorious I shall drive Orozco from- the country."
NEW TICKET SELLING ARRANGE
Accompanying the statement is the
MENT MAY BE TRIED
fllowlng declaration regarding the
THIS YEAR.
rumors of pending
intervention by
the United States in Mexico:
"if intervention comes I will kill NO CARDS BY THE
MAILS
every American in Mexico. Then I
will join the federal army to fight
PERSONS WHO WISH TO ATTEND
the northern invader."
GAMES MUST APPEAR TO

SEPTEMBER

1

FEARED

f
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Tokio, Sept. 18 The double fun
eral of General
Count
Maresuko
Nogi, supreme military councilor ot
Japan, and his wife, the Countess
Nogi, who committed suicide on the
night of September 13, just aa tho
body of the late Emperor Mutsuhito
passed out of Tokio City on the way;
to the imperial tomb at Mouoyama,
was held today with Impressive ceremony at the Aoyama cemetery. In tho
presence of enormous crowds.
' The funeral cortege left the Nogi
residence In Akasaki, a Tokio suburb,
at 3 o'clock this afternoon and pass
ed through the streets of the capital
The body of Japan's great warrior,
was borne on a gun carrlago. while
the casket containing tho bod oC
the counteBs was carried in a hearse.
The pall bearers were- - chosen from
the highest ranks of the Japanese
army and navy. One regiment of infantry acted aa a guard of honor.
for
Representatives of t!io ei
eign envoys who camu f t,
.J thn
funeral of ilia late Japanese monarch
and the resident ambassador and ministers participated in the procession.
which numbered 50,000
persona.
wero
Marching behind the coffins
great numbers of relatives of soldiers
killed at Port Arthur while eervi'ig
under General Nogi, In the spring cf
,

n.

1904.

The special ambassador of tho United States, Philander C. Knox, did not
participate la the ceremony, being
absent at Kioto,, where he went to
visit the grave of Emperor Mutsuhit;.
He was represented by Brigadier General John J. Pershing, of the special
embassy staff. Mr. Knox sent a .magnificent wreath. The ritualistic ceremony at the .great funeral hall vas
extremely Impressive and was attended by Immense orderly crowds.' All
the foreign diplomats had seats within the templa Prince Arthur
of
Connaught
personally laid a floral
tribute upon the coffin. Many
of wreaths were received from
all parts of the world.
After the Shinto rites had been performed,
bugle salutes blared fort.n tnd
ARE .
a triple volley was fired over vho
grave, ending the funeral of the hero
TODAY of Port Arthur and his wife.
ar-ri-

law.

RIOTOUS

SCENES

REPUTED

REPARLIAMENT
HUNGARIAN
SEMBLES A GATHERING Of"''"
HOODLUMS.

Budapest, Hungary, Sept. 18. The
riotous scenes which occurred at the
opening of the Hungarian parliament
were
today when the sit
ting of the chamber of deputies was
resumed.
The opposition members
concentrated their attacKs upon Herr
Beothy, the minister of commerce,
who was struck in the race several
times and knocked down.
As soon as the government depu
ties began to come into the chamber
the uproar began. An opposition
member shouted "Scoundrel" at Min
ister Beothy. He stepped toward the
speaker and asked. "What did you
say?" Immediately the oppositionists
rushed at the minister, striking him
with their fists until he fell to the
floor. After some struggling, the minister was rescued by friends.
When" the president of the lower
house, Count Stephen Tizsa, took thn
chair, the tumult was resumed. When
the police appeared in the chamber,
the oposition deputies left the hall in
a body and the ministerialists carried
out the business before the house.

hiiu-dre-

ROOSEVELT TO VISIT
If) SANTA FE

TGfflT

WILL
FORMER PRESIDENT
;
DELAYED AND WILL NOT
TALK HERE.
-

BE

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 18. A
day in the new state of New Mevcc
was the program 01 Colonel Roosevelt's western tour today. The Roosevelt party entered the state from
Arizona early today, the first stop being scheduled at Albuquerque, where
he was due at 4 p. m. It is planned to
close the day's speaking tour at Santa
Fe, departing thence for Colorado.
At Laguna, an old hunting ground
of the Pueblos, a brief stop was made
and the Indians trooped down from
the houses of rock and adobe, perched
on the hillside, to shake hands with
Colonel Cecil- - A,
the
Lyon of Texas, who Is accompanying
Mr. Roosevelt, arranged the stop, having sent word to the Ind'jin villages
that the Great White Father was com,
ing.

'
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be done to aid him in his fight for
life.
Armijo Takes Look at Victim Before
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TEACHERS URGED FIRE LOSSES

Arrested.
Men at the Passmore Btore say that
TO'
BY
Armijo appeared just after Mr. Fee
sank to the floor, looked him over
and with a muttered ejaculation startCONVENTION
USUAL
ed leisurely away.
One witness says that he asked Armijo if he knew who shot Mr. Fee,
E. W. FEE
DISCHARGES DRIVER to which the native replied, "Quien STATE SUPERINTENDENT
ISSUES FOREST SERVICE MEN ARE HOLDsabe."
ING DOWN AREA OF CONAND IS ATTACKED WITH
LETTER TO PEDAGOGUES .
Innocent Cause of the Shooting Is
FLAGRATIONS.
A REVOLVER.
OF THE STATE.
Reticent.
Miss Clara Wilson, the young book
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 18. SuperinAlbuquerque, N. M., Sept. IS. OffiAlbuquerque, N. M., Sept. 18. E.
W. Fee, grain, feed and seed mer- keeper who was the innocent cause tendent of public instruction Alvan cials of the department of operation
chant and one of the most prominent of the trouble, was naturally greatly N. White has issued the following of the forest Bervice are patting thembusiness men of the city, was shot agitated over the shooting hut sturdily circular letter to county school super- selves upon the back these days, over
three times and probably fatally remained at her post in the store, at intendents and teachers which is of the successful culmination of the fire
wounded late yesterday afternoon, In there was no one else to look after i.nterest to educators throughout the season for Arizona and New Mexico
the rear of his establishment on West It. She is the daughter of Mrs. Cl?ra state:
forests. The number of fires for the
Lead avenue by Sario Armijo, for six Wilson of 208 West Lead avenue, and
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 11, 1912 season is no less than it was in sevor seven years employed by Fee as her courtesy and efficiency In the To County Superintendents:
eral other years, but the acreage per
a wagon driver, ana who fyad just store have made her well known to
The state hoard of education and fire is very much reduced. This, they
been discharged a few moments prev- the public.
he naturally deeply re- myself deem the following matters of say, points to efficiency in fire discovious because of his persistent aiyi an grets the affair but is in no way to vorv ereat importance and trust you ery and fire fighting. They attribute
noying attentions to the bookkeeper, blame. Miss Wilson would not say will give same yrr careful consider nearly all of the reduction to the
staMiss Wilson.
much about the shooting but it is ation and approval,
maintenance of elevated look-ou- t
Armijo was captured fifteen min known that she had been bothered by
First Institute plans for next year tions on the forests which give a
utes after the shooting by Deputy attentions from Armijo from which were quite fully discussed by the state wide range of view and which enSheriffs Dick Lewis and Burtless as Mr. Fee was endeavoring to protyt board of education at its meeting here able the watchmen to discover a fire
the would-bmurderer was preparing her. Her mother kees a small fancy last week and I was requested to no at a very early time.
to leave his home at 415 West Hun-jn- work establishment.
The number of tireB was 311, which
,
tify all county superintendents to de
Aravenue, and make a
Word from the hf3pital will be eag- fer action Mn such plans until after is largely due to the great number of
Rains 'this year
mijo, who Is 24 years old, was taken erly awaited by tne many friends of the meeting of the New Mexico Edu electrical sCorms.
to the county jail and a few minutes Mr. Fee, In business and social cir- cational association at Albuquerque in were not as thy usually are, few in
later taken before his desperately cles.
November, when It is hoped all county number and drenching in character,
wounded victim who positively identiThe whole ctiy was shocked by superintendents will be present and but were many and light. Consequentfied Armfjo as his assailant.
news of the attempted murder which full consideration given to institute ly, the lightning of a thunderstorm
Armijo used a .38 caliber revolver. may yet materialize, and favorable re- plans for next year, as same may be would often set fires which the showHe fired five shots, three taking ef- ports will be awaiied with anxiety on suggested by the state board, the ers failed to extinguish. Right there
fect one in Mr. Fee's left arm, an- the part of the public.
state superintendent, and county 'u- - the watchmen got in their fine work.
other in his right arm and the third Wife and Baby Are Visiting in Indiana perintendents. It Is the belief of the Many of the fires reported were so
In his neck, barely missing the spinal
Mrs. Fee and baby are visiting In state board and myself that the gen small that in the damage reports no
column.
Drs. J. F. Pearce, Spargo Indiana where they have been spend- eral consolidation of counties for In acreage at all was reported as burned
and J. A. Reidy, who are' attending ing the summer with relatives, two stitute purposes is advisable, provided over.
Frequently the watchmen
the wounded man, hold out little daughters, Irene and Elizabeth, being the hearty
of the county would get to the fire and extinguish
hope of his recovery
at home. Mrs. Fee was at once noti- superintendents and teachers may be it before it had more than fired a sin"Mr. Fee is desperately wounded," fied by wire of the shooting and will obtained. Therefore, pleaBe make no gle tree.
The total acreage burned over in
said Dr. Pearce, "but he has the return immediately.
arrangements for conductors, instrucbarest possible chance of recovery." District Attorney Has
tors, or plans for institute until after the season was 49,707.2t, causing a
loss of approximately $54,433.15 for
Victim, Spurting Blood, Runs for
the above meeting.
Statement.
aside from the time of
Whole Block
Second The state board of educa
District Attorney M. V. Vigil has the
A moment after the five shots were
statement made by Mr. tion at Its recent meeting, instructed the forest officers. Free
heard a man was seen running down Fee in which he declares positively me to write td boards of county com given by permittees and usors of the
the alley back of the Fee store, with that the shooting was without provo- missioners urging them to pay the forests generally Is estimated it
blood spurting from his body so pro- cation and Identifies the prisoner as expenses of the county superintend $982.65.
fusely, that when he staggered into the the guilty man, giving the reasons for ents to the educational meeting at
Figures for the actual feet of lumThomas Passmore & Son carriage the affair substantially as set forth in Albuquerque out of any available ber lost and money cost by these fires
shopmen Second street the workmen the foregoing.
funds and this will advise you that haye not yet been compiled.
of prep
there ti were unable to recognize him
The data given here includes only
Armijo will he held In the county such letter is now in course
until he tumbled to the floor and he jaii pending the condition of Mr. Fee. aration and will soon he forwarded New Mexico and Arizona, for the fire
I have seasons in Florida and Arkansas come
was seen to be Mr. Fee. Drs. Pearce,
to all county commissioners.
with in the winter and they report no loss
to request that you
Spargo and Reidy were summoned FOR A BAD STOMACH
and the sheriff's office at once noti
PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN me In urging all school boards to per as yet this year.
fied. In about seven minutes Lewis
mlt teachers to attend the association
where It Is
and Burtless were on the ground and Time It! In Five Minutes
Gas, Sour- meeting on full pay and
theirlexnenses
also
in ten minutes more they had the gun
nnv
oaiMo
tn
ness and Indigestion is Gone
HEan under arrest.
There are a number opmpoitant mat
BASEBALL tyOTES.
I desire to take up with the
Continued Attentions to Bookkeeper
Sour, gassy, upset stomach, indiges ters that
at said meet
End In Tragedy
superintendents
county
tion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
As nearly as can be ascertained food
of the very greatest lm
you eat ferments into gases and ing and it is
shortly before the shooting Mr. Fee stubborn lumps; your head aches and portance that I have every county suJim Delehanty, now playing with
Please
took Armijo Into the rear of the esin attendance.
you feel sick and miserable, that's perintendent
is leading the American
Minneapolis,
tablishment and repeated a warning when
me in making arrangements for
you realize the magic in Pape's assist
association In batting.
such
to
he had been known ' to give Armijo
It makes such misery payment of your expenses
Diapepsin.
Manager Frank Chance is busy takfrequently before, that he must desist vanish in five minutes.
meeting and make your plans to at
short scouting trips while the
ing
In his attentions to Miss Clara WilI
address
end
may
that
If your stomach Is in a continuous tend. To the
Cubs are playing in the east.
I beg you to keep
son, the bookkeeper, or he would lose
all
the
teachers,
revolt if you cant get it regulated,
Harry McCormlck has delievered the
his job. Miss Wilson has also been
me advised of the names and adplease, for your sake, try Diapepsin.
from goods as the Giants' pinch hitter this
of
teachers
employed
employed In the Fee store for some
dresses
' sIx
season having hit for .350 or better.
or Beven years and for a year or It's so needless to have a had stom time to time until October 20.
meal a favorite
It is rumored
that the Boston
two past Armijo, it Is said, has been ach make your next
certificates are being
Teachers
food meal, then take a little Diapepintend
Braves
to
release Donnelly,
as
forwarded
rapidly
forcing unwelcome attentions upon
and
written
just
her.- Armijo, It Is said, has always sin. There will not be any distress as it is
for the clerical force Brown, Dickson, Kirke, Houser, Devpossible
eat without fear. It's because Pape's
lin and O'Rourke.
been a good workman and Mr Fee
in my office to do so.
Diapepsin
"really does" regulate weak
Baseball Is fast spreading over the
hesitated to fire him.
So soon as I can prepare informastomachs that gives it it's
Armijo evidently resented the last
tion and ruling relative to state aid, map. Next season will see a baseball
same will be furnished you, the press league doing business in Newfoundwarning and upon his making some millions of sales annually.
case of Pape's
Get a large fifty-cereply Mr. Fee discharged him. Arand the people generally for their in land.
is
Lee Magee, of the Cardinals, has
mijo then pulled out the revolver and Diapepsin from any drug store. It
formation. However, I desire at this
fired point blank at his employer. the quickest, surest stomach relief time to caution you against the popu been discovered.
His real name is
Armijo then walked out the front of and cure known. It acts almost like lar Impression that the state will have Leopold Hunschmeyer and he lives
the store on Lead avenue, dropping magic it is a scientific, harmless unlimited funds for Btate aid. On the in Cincinnati.
the ;, revolver and kicking it under and pleasant preparation which truly other hand funds will be limited and
Catcher Schalk, of the
Chicago
some hay, where it was found by the belongs In every home.
you should be exceedingly careful In White Sox, is about the only high- deputies when they arrived.
creating new school districts on the priced player who has made good
Mr. Fee, bleeding terribly, ran out PEACE ADVOCATE8 AT GENEVA assumption that state aid will be fur- from the start.
the back entrance on the alley and
Manager Wolverton, of the HighGeneva, Sept. 18. The Interparlia nished. If you can consolidate small
started toward Passmore's, evidentlj mentary union, which' aims to bring districts, same would be advisable.
landers, has tried Charlie Sterrett in
believing he could get assistance about universal peace by the substiTour special attention is called to the infield and outfield and will now
there quicker than anywhere else.
th
fact that all county superintend- use him as a catcher.
tution of arbitration for warfare In
Gunman Makes No Attempt at Resist the settlement of
should
be in Albuquerque for the
ent;
Narsans, the Cuban, is giving Bob
between
disputes
ance.
county superintendents on BooBcher, his team-mat- e
of
at Cincinthe nations, assembled In Geneva to meeting
When the deputies arrived after a
do not overlook nati,' a hot race for the
6.
Please
November
Sev
conference.
Its
for
annual
day
record breaking drive from the court eral hundred
record of the National league.
delegates are now in this date.
house',' 'they Immediately went from
Charlie Hall leads the Red Sox
Very truly yours,
the city prepared to take part in the
'
Fee's to the Armijo house on Hunlng
ALVAN N. WHITE,
wrecking crew and as a
various meetings which wl'l continue
avenue and luckily found Armijo just
Boan for the Sox
pitcher. Charles performs
for three days. Among them are rep State Superintendent, Secretary
In thrt 'act of getting some things to
Education.
of
like a Walter Johnson or Ed Walsh,
o the great
from
resentatives
many
gether to make a quick getaway. nations who have been
The ' Detroit Tigers have signed
conspicuous
Lewis caught the man emptying some
'
Pitcher Cliff Healy, who was a pal
in the peace movement ever since
.38 caliber revolver sheila out of nis
4 Of Buck O'Brien, of the Red
Sox,
the first conference a: The Hague.
pocket, shells, corresponding exactly The
when both were working for the Dendelegation from th United States
to those used In the gun which fig
WITH THE BOXERS
ver team.
Richard
::
ured In the shooting The chambers is headed by Con?resnian
Mrs. Britton, who owns the St. Louis
St.
of
former
Louis
,a
Bartholdt
pres
of the latter were empty when it was
club of the National league, says that
a
and
for
ident
leading
years
many
picked up. Armijo made no attempt
Spiked Kelly, the veteran San FranBresnahan will be retained as
at resistance merely asking that he member of the interparliamentary cisco lightweight, has made a hit as Roger
of the Cardinals next sea
manager
vuion.
be allowed to give his mother some
a referee In California.
son.
money before he left. He was taken
Joe Jeanette is claiming the heavy
Secretary Willie Locke, of the Pitts
JOHN T. TROWBRIDGE IS 85.
to 'the county Jail and thence imme
weight
championship Utile because! burgh club, says that Honus Wagner
18. John T.
Mass.,
Sept.
Boston,
to
Pass
more's
Iden
where
Fee
diately
Johnson will not meet him.
has never heen a real holdout, but
tified him la the presence of assistant Trowbridge, known to several genera
Rube Ferns, the
waits until the first day of the
always
district attorney, H. J. Jamison, and tions of readers through his "Darius
champion, is Instructing his two season before he signs a contract.
and
His
Green
and
Machine,"
Flying
dictated a statement. Mr, Fee re
younger brothers in the art of boxing
Ed Manger, the Cornell player,
mained conscious In spite of his other stories and poems, quietly ob- and will
give Buffalo fans a chance would like to know whether he is a
annieighty-fiftserved
his
birthday
wounds and talked clearly, although
to see the youngsters perform In the ball player or a
traveling man. Ed
with difficulty. That his spine was versary today at his home in Arling near future.
went
from
Cornell
to the Highland
ton.
in
health
and
excellent
He
is
was
shown
by the fact that
uninjured
era. The Highlanders sent him to
he was able to move all his limbs only recently returned from his an
Wilkes-Barr- e
and Wilkes-Barr- e
turned
without trouble. It was at first fear nual tour of Europe. Mr. Trowbridge If you knew of the real value of
him
over
to
Rochester.
lame
New
for
Rochester
Liniment
England's Chamberlain's
ed to be Impossible to remove him is the last survivor of
back, soreness of the muscles, sprains returned him to the Highlanders and
from the store, but later he was tak famous group of Authors and poecs, and
rheumatic pains, you would never now the Highlanders have sent hiin
en to.; St Joseph's hospital where all which Included Whittier, Emerson, wish to be without
it. For sale by
to Holyoke.
that medical skill can accomplish will Longfellow, Holmes nisd Lowell.
ill riealers.
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We are justly proud of these
Splendid PRINTZESS Styles

SO GREAT AS

EMPLOYE

,V
1

pRINTZESS Suits and Coats are
brimming with those little ear
marks of distinction

them
style

popular with
pursuing

mnk

that makes

women.

-

They

0$

speak the language of exclusiveness
the

style-righ-

of

t

tailored-to-measur-

e

garments. Their clever
lines will trace New York's Fifth
Avenue

If
it

t:

e

g

get-awa-

'A

style to your figure. From their linings
Plio Cang
of wonderful
shape-holdin-

V

If

h

ft

vas, to their careful stitching PRINTZESS garments are crowded with ex-

8t9

clusive features that spell greater value.

ADIMIKCTHNMOMis

COATS AND SUITS
S12.50 to S50.00

Ante-Morte-

ante-morte-

La Vou'LoodinSforo

est

S.os&rum6 Son,
EaUUiahed

t

1661

South SidoKa

i

,

CAPITAL PAID IN

--

life-sav-

i

h

i

r.

$50,000.00

'rr-

-

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

President

.

'

QJ
I--

XSt.

AS

S

J

Hi

V

) D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.

VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Lsxs Veg as

Sxvirgs Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office

with the

San Migtiel National Bank

Wm. G. Ilaydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

'

'base-runnin- g

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

Interest Pedd

President
Vice Presidenl
Treasurer

on Deposis

this morning when certain San Juan Fe
October 9 for the purpose of meet4 county land matters were discussed,
those in the service. Mr. Cobell'ii
ing
NEW8 FROM THE CAPITAL f the governor occasionally
questioning letter contains warm
praise for th
a witness.
'zeal manifested" by both men
and
United States Court Matters
women In the internal
revenue serv-ic-e
In the United States district court
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 18. In the
In New Mexico
and Arizona,
state supreme court yesterday:
Judge William H. Pope heard on dePapers
Case No. 1445. The Las Vegas Rail- murrer the case of Costillo Estates
Incorporation papers were filed In
way and Power company, et al, appel- Development company vs. Florentlno the
corporation commissioners' office
lants, vs. The Trust company of St. Gallegos and vs. Juan V. Vallejos. by the Underwood
Typwriter comDecision of This is to enforce a decree obtained pany of New
Louis, trustee, appellee.
York which seeks admis.
the lower court reversed anJ remand- in the district court of the first dis! bUftoess
ed.
trict. The demurrer was argued and naming William C. in New Mexico,
Beall as statutory
Case No J 480. W. J. Amberson et submitted. A. C. Vorhees of Raton, agent at
Albuquerque.
al., appellants, vs. loha IC. Candler et apeared as attorney for the defendant
M,n,?r"'
'y proved
al appellees (Dona Ana). Continued and former Congressman Franklin E.
The following mineral
surveys have
to November session.
BrookB of Colorado Springs, and At
r General
Case No. 1495. State of New Mex- torneys Renehan and Wright of this" .oTn
ico, appetlee, vs. Charles A. Noble, et city for the plaintiff.
No. 1483. Atwoort rw
vumpany,
The United States has perfected the , Bessie group,
al., apellants, (Torrance.) Reversed
Virginia district; 1484
and remanded on confession of errors appeal on writ of error to the
'
Atwood Copper
.nm
m
'
riorence
court in the case vs. Felipe
by the state.
ErMef;8triCt: 1487'R-L- . Steele
The supreme court was adjourned Sandoval. This is the famous liquor
Bull Hill claim, cen- '
case.
until next week.
,
On motion of Attorney Wright, for- and
Much interest Is being manifested
Mining company, Overlook
group,
In the meetings of the state board of mer Congressman Brooks was admit- Magdalena
district; i402, F. B
equalization which are held in the sen- ted to practice In the United States Corliss group, Lone Mountain" Hull !
di
ate chamber at the capltol and are district court here.
triot; 1489, F. B. Hull
'
group,
McDonald.
E.
R,
Cohell, commissioner of the P.nos Altos
presided over by Governor
strict; 1490, F, B. Hull
Prominent members of the New Mex- internal revenue service, has writton
ico bar and citizens well known all Internal Revenue
Collector
M. R. 1496, F. B. Hull.
Franchise groupl ' Sil.
over the state almost filled the room Otero that he will likely visit Santa ver Flat district.
4- -
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and societies

will be represented:
St. Anthony's, St. Patrick's and St. Joseph's churches of
Wichita, as well as other parishes
out of town; Mount Carmel Academy,
St. John's Academy, St. Mary's OrParochial
phanage, the
School, the Catholic High School Alumnae, the Catholic Advance, the Altar Society, the Young Ladies' Sodality, Ladles' Cathollo Benevolent Association, Daughters of Isabella, the
Willing Workers and the Sarto Club.
Floats and bands will be in the line.
The visiting priests in motor cars will
follow the line of march.
At 7 o'clock vespers will be
by the Right Rev. J. H. Tihen,
Bishop of Lincoln. The vespers ot
the feast will be sung, the plain chant
having been specially harmonized by
the Rev. J. M. Monnler for the occasot Maznique's
ion. The. rendition
Magnificat and the Ecco Panis and
Tantum Ergo by Sebastian Bach will
complete the service.
The same night there will be a
lecture In the forum by Ariphblshop
Ireland of St. Paul.
High Church Dignitaries to Meet
The following church dignitaries
have thus far signified their intention
tq be present.
His Eminence' James Cardinal Gibbous, D. D., Baltimore.
The Right Reverend Bishops Aus
tin Dowling, Des Moines, la,; Joseph
P. Lynch, Dallas, Tex.; J. Henry Tihen, Llnooln, Neb.; John Ward, LeavPatrick F. Heffron,
enworth, Kan.;
Winona, Minn.: Edmund M. Dunne,
Peoria,' 111.; C. Van de Ven, Alexandria, La.; Peter J. Muldoon, Rockford,
111.; Dennis J. O'Connell, Richmond,
Va.; James Devis, Davenort,' la. ; John
P. Carroll, Helena, Mont.; Thomas P.
Lillis, Kansas City; Phillip Garrigan,
Sioux City, la.; Benjamin J. Kieley,
Savannah, Ga.; John F. Cunningham,
Kas.; Edward P. Allen,
Concordia,
Mobile, Ala.; James Schwebach, La
Crosse, Wis.; Theodore Meerschaert,
Oklahoma City; James McGolrick,
John Janssen, Belleville, 111.;
Richard Scannell, Omaha; Maurice F.
Burke, St. Joseh, Mo.; the Most Rev.
James John Keane, Dubuque, la., the
Most Rev. Sebastian G. Messmer, Milwaukee, Wis.; the most Rev. John J.
Glennon, St. Louis, Mo., the Most Rev.
James H. Blenk, New Orleans, La.;
and the Most Rev. John Ireland, St.
'
Paul, Minn.

CLERICS

TO ATTEND A

DEDICATION
CARDINAL GIBBONS TO PARTICIPATE IN CEREMONIES IN
WICHITA

'Wichita, Kan3., Set. 18. The dedication or St. Mary's Cathedral in
Wichita today will bring together
many notable church dignitaries. At
the head of the list is his eminence
Cardinal Gibbons, primate of the Catholic church in America. The ceremonies for the opening of the most
magnificent church edifice in the
Southwest will extend over two days.
The cathedral, now receiving the finishing touches, coBt, exclusive of the
furnishings, $230,000.
The marble altar, the pipe organ
and the pews were installed at an aggregate cost of $22,500 more, but they
were given by members of the church.
T. J. McDonald gave the altar, which
cost $10,000. August Rosenberg spent
$10,000 more for the organ and I. J.
Boetzel suplled the pews at a cost
of $2,500. The Catholics of Wichita
gave half to the cost of the cathedral,
while the churcheB In the Wichita diocese contributed the rest.
Dome Towers 135 Feet
The new building is on the southeast corner of Lawrence and Central
.avenues, in one of the most beautiful
residence districts of the city. It is
169 feet long by 100 feet wide aat the
transcepts. The body of the building
is 80 feet wide. From the floor to
the ceiling is 45 feet and from the
floor to the top of the huge dome is 135
feet. The building is of Bedford stone
supported by heavy steel columns.
The foundation is of Oklahoma gran
ite. The dome Is covered with copper while the interior columns are
ploished Minnesota green marble.
The interior decorations are most
elaborate, being ecclesiastical designs
in imported plaster of paris. The style
of the cathedral is Romanesque Ren
aisance and it is a replica of the
"Twin Churches" in Rome.
Among the most beautiful appointments in the building is the sanctuary
NEGRO REPUBLICAN CLUBS
railing, which was given by the Woos-te- r
Construction Company, which built New York, Sept. 18 The Consoli
the structure. It is made of Carrara dated Republican Clubs of the United
mable with onyx pillars. and gates of States, composed of colored men, met
in third annual convention in this
brass, fire gilt.
The marble altar is ,17 feet wide city today. James W. Poe of Washingand 21 feet high. The table is 10 feet ton, D. C, is presiding over the ses
11 inches long and 2
feet wide. sions, which will last three days.
Two shrine altars are of marble. The Talks with the delegates indicate
organ, which has just been placed in that a lively discussion is likely to
position has 328 stops and 2,000 pipes. be' precipitated in the convention
It, has thirty-fou- r
accessories and a when a resolution is introduced to
250 foot cable connects the control condemn Colonel
Roosevelt and debelow.
echo
his
with the
organ
clare against
presidential candiof the delegates
A Guard to Meet the Cardinal
While
many
dacy.
A special train over the Missouri are opposed to the former president
Pacific brought Cardinal Gibbons because of his attitude of excluding
The Most Reverend John J. Glennon the negroea from the Chicago con
joined the party at St. Louis. Other vention, there are others who aro
archbishops and bishops met the ready to stand by him -- and who will
train on the way. Arriving in Wich- use every effort to defeat the adop
ita the party was conducted to the tion of the proposed resolution.
residence of Bishop Hennessy.
'
A reception to the cardinal was AMERICAN GIRL WEDS IN LONDON
held at the bishop's residence SepIxmdon, Sept. 18. At St. George's
tember 18 at 8 o'clock; The dedica- church, Hanover Square, this aftertion services will begin at 9 a. m, noon Miss Edith Brooks, daughter of
Thursday, the officiating prelate be- Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brooks ot New
ing Cardinal Gibbons. The Rt. Rev York, waB married to the Hon. Arthur
John J. Hennessy will .be the cele- R. Nutting, youngest son of Sir John
brant of the mass and the Most Rev and Lady Nutting of Dublin. The wedArchbishop Glennon will be the ora- ding ceremony, wnich was attended
tor of the occasion.
by many persons of social prominence,
.'
are
services
was followed by a breakfast at
completed
the
After
dinner will be served to the visiting
clergy at the Commercial Club of
MUNICIPAL LEAGUE MEETING.
Wichita.
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 18 The League
At 3:30 o'clock the same afternoon
which
the paarde will start. .The reviewing of American Municipalities,
economical
and
secure
to
of
honest
the
in
front
aim's
erected
stand will be
cathedral and will be occupied by his administration of affairs in the cities
aseminence, Cardinal Gibbons, as well of the United States and Canada,
sixits
for
Buffalo
in
sembled
and
today
bishops.
other
archbishops
the
as
ses. The
The parade will be headed by Marshal teenth annual convention.
continue
three
will
during
days,
sions
a
escorted
aids
his
by
and
Sweeney
uniformed body of the Knights of Co which time a wide variety of subjects
relating to municipal government and
u m bus.
will be discussed by
Improvement
Kansas Catholicism in Line
oxnerts.
institutions
The following churches,

cele-trate- d

Du-lut-

.

Clar-idge's-

SORCERY

EXISTS

1IATII
TRIBES
QUEER BELIEFS
REVEALED
REPORT TO AUSTRALIAN
GOVERNMENT

IN

Melbourne,
Sept. 18. The annual
report of the lieutenant governor of
the Territory of Papua, as presented
to the- parliament of Australia, con- tains much interesting information, on
the quaint beliefs and superstitions
of the native races.
Sorcery is far
more prevalent than is generally believed. The resident magistrate of the
Central division states that in the
trial of a native from the village on
the Bartholomew
range, he came
across a curious customm that is used
to find out if the native had died by
sorcery or not. The body, he says, is
placed on a platform in the center of
the village, and a leaf is placed on the
breast; the feet then are pointed in
the direction of a village, and the body
is asked if any man or woman in the
village pointed at caused the deatn.
If the leaf fall off the body, the people are sure that the person who
caused the death was a native of the
village, if the leaf does not fall off
the body at the first attempt, the body
is pointed to another village, and so
on until the leaf tailsor is blown
'

off.

The inland people are filled with superstition, and any man wtio likes
can terrorize them Into doing what
he wishes. In one case that came
him, the magistrate says, It appeared that a woman died in. a village
and the people blamed the death to
sorcery on the part of another vilSome time after the death,
lage.
some of the dead woman's relatives
were near another village just after
dark. A dance was being held, and
the relatives of the dead woman, looking Into the village, said that they saw
the ghost of the woman among the
dancers, and they promptly went back
to their village and told the constable,
who arrested three men from the other village on the charge of murdering the woman, and took them into
the station where they were tried and
discharged.
A Pig for a Life, Rule.
The resident magistrate of the
Northeastern division tlls how the
largest tribe in the division, the Mai-sipeople, was perturbed at the num.
ber of deaths In the villages, and
came to the conclusion that the mortality must be due to the sorcery experts among the Kubiri people. They
decided that this could not be allowed
to go on without making the Kubiri
people pay for It. So the Malsln natives, to the number ot seventy-one- ,
went to the Kubiri village and said:
"You must pay for these people you
have killed, or else our sorcerers will
and take payment
make pourl-pour- l
by making all sorts of disasters happen to your tribe."
Fortunately the Papuan will usually accept a pig as Compensation for
The Kubiri
any relative.
people
promptly handed over the required
pigs and other articles, more apparthan
ently from fear of pouri-poufrom fear of any actual violence.
News was shortly brought to the government station and a summons sent
to the Maisln people to come in. They
all candidly admitted the facts. The
leaders were sent to jail for three
months and the others for one month.
Sorcery Is probably widespread in
the division, but tne fear of sorcery
without due cause probably does far
more harm than the sorcerers 'do
either directly or indirectly by causing fear. In common with nearly all
races of a low degree of culture, the
Papuan is surrounded by natural processes he does not understand, but
which he vainly, although quite honestly, believes he can control at least
if a more expert sorcerer does not
thwart him. He sees a friend die it
but the fact
may be of pneumonia
is proof positive to him that someone
has murdered the friend by magical
he-fo-

n

rt

means.
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vciretabie"laboratory, the forest, a cure for most of the ills and ailments of
of these bohumanity. Work and study have perfected the compounding
We
them
our
at
them
upon,
disposal.
rely,
and
medicines
placed
tanical
because we can use
first because of their ability fa curing disease, and next
thevi with the confidence that such remedies do not injure the system.
.

T

S. S. S.f a medicine made entirely of roots, herbs
and barks in such combination as to make it the
greatest of all blood purifiers and the safest of all
tonics. It does not contain the least particle of
harmful mineral. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Malaria, Skin
Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison and ail other
diseases dependent on impure blood. As a tonic
S. S. S. builds up the system Dy supplying a sum- effects,
o always cures
without leaving
e w.
eo. w.
any unpleasant or
injurious
. .
.
.,
i ,
i.
wag vi
uiuuui nuu nuy wtAiiuu
It iS perfectly Sale IOr young or UlU. t,juuv.
-

advice free.
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S7VIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA,

CA.

If he wants rain to come he has
only to apply to the nearest rain maker, who puts the appropriate artlclss
in a stream of water and perhaps recites appropriate spells, and In this
wet part of the territory rain Is pretty sure to come before long. If a
plentiful supply of garden produce is
required, there is probably some one
who knows the right article to bury in
the garden.
A short time ago two policemen
were sent in a canoe along the coast.
They came back after some slight delay, very Indignant with one another.
One complained that he had arrested
and handcuffed a native, and that the
other one had promptly released him.
It appears that they were delayed at
weather, so the
PonganI by rough
more courageous of the two decided
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to arrest the local storm maker, and
did so. The other policeman, when
asked to explain why he had ventured
to release a man under arrest, explainednot that he had grown out
of such beliefs but that he only re
leased the storm maker because he
was afraid that If the storm maker
was kept under arrest he would natur
ally keep the sea rough, and perhaps
prevent them from getting back alto
gether.
Such beliefs really do little harm as
a rule, and are, the resident maglstrate thinks, best ignored unless they
are willfully and deliberately used as
a means of extorting presents or caus
ing fear; and if too much notice is
taken of such matters the native becomes all the more convinced, it such
is possible, that the sorcerers have
very real power, slncd action by the
government is liable to be regarded
as an admission that the sorcerers are
really guilty of causing the deaths or
other misfortunes which the natives
ascribe to them. The best way of
dealing with Buch superstitions appears to be to ignore them until they
are used for a purpose evil in itself.
GOOD NEWS.
Many East Las Vegas Readers Have
Heard It and Profltted Thereby,
"Good news travels fast," and the
thousands of had back sufferers in
East Las Vegas are glad to learn that
prompt relief is within their reaca.
Many a lame, weak and aching back
!a bad no more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills. Our citizens are telling
the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
is an example worth reading:
S. P. Flint, Central House, Grand &
Douglas Aves., East Las Vegas, N.
i ttiu us nuu u umiuvui
alvjL.i Bay a;
In the merit of Doan's Kidney Pills today as when I first publicly recommended them about seven years ago.
At that time Doan's Kidney Pills
were procured at the Center F.ock

Pharmacy and they entirely relieved
me of backache and other symptoms
of disordered kidneys. The benefits
derived have been permanent"
For sale by all dealers. Price B0
Foster-Mllbur-n
cents.
Co., Buffalo.
New York, sole agents for the United

'

States.

Remember the name Doan's
take no other.

aui

MISS ISELIN'S WEDDING
New Rochelle, N. Y., Sep. 18. The
wedding of Miss Therese Iselin and
Irwin B. Laughlin attracted
many
New Yorkers of high social promln
ence to New Rochello today.
The
bride is the elder daughter of Adrian
the New Tork banker, at
leeltn,
this
whose country home
wedding
took place. Mr. Laughlin, the bridegroom, is first secretary of the American embassy at Berlin. He Is the
of Mrs. Thomas
the brother-in-laLaughlin of Pittsburgh, whose sister
is Mrs. Taft, wife of the president.
Mr. Laughlin and his bride will sail
for Europe early next month,.
INDIANA VETERANS'

REUNION

Lafayette, Ind., Sept .18. The ;
reunion of Indiana civil war
and their families was held today at the State Soldiers' home in
this city. More than one thousand
old soldiers, with their families snd
friends, were in attendance. Following dinner the veterans adjourned to
the spacious grounds surrounding th"!
some and listened to addresses by
several prominent speakers.
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HAVE TO TAKE

CHANCES
SAFETY MOVEMENT WOULD DIS
COURAGE RISKY TRIALS OF
ALL KINDS
One man sitting In a locomotive
cab with a train full of passengers
behind him struck a cloudburst on
Sunday, says the Chicago Tribune.
The track was new. The rain poured
down like a waterfall. , But the engineer drove into it at 30 miles an
hour (until he drove into a washout.
He died and six with him, and 23
were seriously Injured.
Another engineer, not many miles
away encountered another storm. He
expected to find a bridge. The bridge
was not there. Four died of that mistake and six were seriously hurt.
There was another engineer who
drove into the storm area with passengers in his care. He remembered a dangerous river crossing and before he reached it he stopped
his
train. A brakeman went up the track
to make sure. The bridge 'was not
there.
This engineer's train was late, be- cuase he took time to be cautious. But
It was not as late as eternity,
Safety devices are very Important- good equipment is Important,
the
block system saves many lives. But
the block system that is most important deals with the engineer's ".block
(otherwise known as his head), and
with the "block" of very employe
who assists in the operation of tracks
and trains.. And the first thing in
that system is a ibrake on the American willingness to "take a chance."
Within bounds that willingness means
enterprise and prosperity; abused, it
means waste and death.
Urge

Frank'ness

With Public

Seattle, Wash., Sept. 18. Freer,
franker dealing with the public by the
railways of the country was urged by
President William Sproule of the
Southern Pacific company In an ad'
dress before the American Association
of General
Passenger and Ticket
Agents. "Because the railways Vava
maintained almost perfect silence,"
he said "it has been inferred that
something is Wrong. Silence has been
mistaken for wmrecy. "Occasional official utterance Is almost without an audience. The public needs to be Informed steadily and
the
sincerely by men and methods
public understands. Railways have a
right to say to the public that today
they are the creature and servants of
the public as completely as if the nation owned them, except that the nation does not accept the responsibility for financial results.
"That being the case, the railways
are entitled to expect the same fair
treatment accorded any other business,
public or private. The railways have
a right) to ask, in the public interest,
as well as their own, that the capital

Invested in them be allowed to earn
such liberal returns that further capi
tal will be Induced to enter the railway field, to the upbuilding of the
state and the nation. Liberal treatment of the railways now in operation
is the surest way of attracting other
Harsh treatment keeps,
railways.

others out"

NEW
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Use Santa Fe Line In West
San Bernardino, Calif., Sept, 18.
COMPANIES
GIVEN
STEAMSHIP
MORE TIME TO PROCURE
It is again generally reported that
Rock Island trains are to run through
EQUIPMENT.
Parker over the Santa Fe lines at no
New York, Sept. 18. Following the
distant date.
It is known that President Mudge announcement yesterday afternoon by
was through Arizona recently and the a dozen harbor, bay and sound steamplans here outlined seem plausible as ship line managers that they would be
tothey have for a long time. It may be forced to suspend service with
that something Is about to be done.
day's trips because Secretary Nagel
Recent developments in railway cir- of the department of commerce and
cles indicate that within a year or labor had refused to extend the time
two the Rock Island will be ready to limit for equipping steamers with a
run trains into San Bernardino on its lul complement of lnehoats, the sec
own rails or at least have the greater retary said at Choorua, N. H., that an
part of the distance from El Paso to extension to October 1 would be grant
Its own rails, ed.
Log Angeles covered

by

The regulations adopted shortly afin which event the road probably
ter
the Titanic disaster make it obli
would arrange with some other line
for an entrance to the coast In any gatory for steam passenger carrying
event it la believed that the company vessels plying the ibays, lakes and
is seeking to terminate the lease sounds in the United States to provide
lifeboats and rafts to accommodate
which It now has for
use of

the
the
Southern Pacific tracks from El Paso every person aboard between September-15
and May 15. During the reto Los Angeles.
mainder of the year but 30 per cent
capacity is required.
East States Dopopulated
When the steamboat managers found
that
Chicago, Sept. 18. Claiming
meet these requireOhio and other eastern states are be- they could not
15 a delegation
ments
by
September
ing depopulated by homeseekera' excalled on Secretary Nagel. They
ot
A.
P.
cursions,
Sandles, secretary
out that If the rule was not
the state board of agriculture of that pointed
100,000 persons summering
suspended
exis
state,
attempting to have such
In the vicinity of New York would be
cursions abolished. In a campaign
seriously inconvenienced and that the
against such excursions, Mr. Sandles lines would
suffer heavy financial
has taken for his slogan "unexcelled
In this contention they were
loss
farm lands in Ohio, and at a price less
borne out by Inspector General Uhler
than $100 an acre." "I have always
and members of the board of local
fel," said Mr. Sandles, "that these exsteamboat Inspectors.
cursions have done more harm than
It was generally believed that an
good. They have taken hundreds of extension would be
granted by Mr.
We have
people out of the state.
Nagel, but two days ago e ordered
141,000 acres of abandoned farm lands
the rules enforced. On receipt of his
in this state, due mostly to
decision the Coney Island, Rockaway,
I have taken
excursions.
Atlantic Highland, Red Bank, Keana-bur-g
this' up with the Central Passenger
and other boats were ordered
association, and they have agreed to withdrawn. Managers of the Long
(cease booming these excursions."
Island Sound boats decided to keep
'
to their schedules by limiting! the
number of passengers.
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has us
The order created great indignation
ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for years, and says she always recom- among resort commuters and they
mends it to her friends. "It never protested. Many cottages were closed
fails to cure our coughs and colds and and' several hotels gave notice that
prevents croup.; We have five chil
would shut their doors Monday.
dren and always give them Foley's they
men were indignant
steamboat
The
a
Tar
for
and
cold,
Honey
Compound
In changing his position Seecretary
and they are all soon welt, We would
not bo without it In our house."' o. Nagel sent out the following stato- O. Schaefor and Red Cross Drugr Co. motn from his summer home:
"The extension was granted when
was found that a scarcity of life
it
A really effective kidney and blad
apparatus made it impossible
saving
der medicine must first stop the prog
ress of the disease and then cure the for all the steamers to get their equipconditions that cause It. Use Foley ment within the limit time. The exKidney Pills for all kidney and blad- tension applies to all Bteamshlp lines
der troubles and urinary Iregularities. throughout the country."
They are safe and reliable. They
and permanently.' In
help quickly
the yellow package. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
The Implicit confidence that many
people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
is
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
founded on their experience in the
use of that remery and their knowASK Mrs. L. P. Wrlgh, 609 Sixth ledge of the many remarkable cures
of colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that
street for a complete driving outfit It has
all
effected. For sale
home-seeker- s'

"
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for $135.

FACE ALL RED SPOTS
AND BLISTERS

VJUY

Rubbed and Scratched, Would Cry
and Fret. Used Cuticura Soap
and Ointment. Face Got Well.
632 N. Eth St., Torre Haute; Ind.
"My
little nephew, a boy of four years, had a
on
his
face.
out
It waj little red
breaking
snots at first then ho would
rub and scratch and water
blisters would form and
wherever the water would
run another would como
until his face Was covered
with them. He would cry
and fret. His mother got
some medicine, but it did
not do any good. He would
scream and cry and say It
hurt. We hardly knew him,1
his littlo faco. was all red
So I
Bpota 'and blisters.
begged him to let me put
some Cuticura Ointment on them. The
next morning I made a strong soap suds
with Cuticura Soap and washed his face in
the warm suds. The little blisters burst by
pressing the cloth on them. After I had
his face washed, I put the Cuticura Ointment on and in a short time his little face
was all red and dry. I kept using the Cuticura Soap and putting on the Cuticura
Oiutment and his face got well and it did
not leave a scar. Ha was entirely cured in
about one week and a half." (Signed) Mrs.
Arthur Haworth, Jan. 10, 1012.
A single cake of Cuticura Soap and box of
Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient when
all else has failed. Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold everywhere. Sample of each
mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address
poet-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
men should uso Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample froe.

r
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IT PAYS TO

BUSY

ADVERTISED GGBBS

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
'
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LAS VEGA3 DAILY
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NOTICE TO AUTOMOBILE OWNERS
nationality asfar as her place on the
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
etitute, meal moss, maltoid, ' patent
daush-ter- j
The license tax on autmobolles as
the
As
concerned.
is
18. Disappointing
laccharine, soda sugar, sugar
Chloago, Sept
LOT I civiloflista queen
naVHAT HAVE YOU wheay
provided by Chapter 28, laws of 1912,
she will retain her
malt, augur meal, wheat malt.
cables today made wieat turn weak.
i
ESTABLISHED 187
In
due and payable before the 1st ot
the
slater,1
tionality, as did her
'
Doubt was expressed whether exports
1S12. Those who have not
fanta Taz, who became a pa,vari.an October,
INDIANA M. E, CONFERENCE
this season would equal those of a
t
for their license are
forALWAYS
yt-a
applied
Publlsed By
princess. Though married to,
Jeffersonville, lnd Sept. 18. The year ago, notwitbstahding that prices
to do so as soon before the
alwa:-may
a
Indiana Conference of the Methodist had recently augured a break of 20
eigner, Spanish princess
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING Cp.
can conveniently do It,
retain her civil rights. The whole (5rt as they
Episcopal church began its anual ses- cents. The opening varied from '4
(Incorporated)
in order to give the secretary of state
.oortes
before
come
the
will
matter
sion In this city today with an attend off to Va up. December started at 90?i
II.- ample time in which to Issue both
EDITOR
for discussion in October, t J.
,
ance of more than 1,000 lelegates and to 91 ranging from
cents decline to
M. M. PADGETT
licenses and tags before the date
visitors. The Initial session, which was a like advance. Then the prices feU
named.
above
BELIEVE
held
DO
in
NOT
this
YOU
IT,
!'
Wall
IF
the
HOW'S THIS
IF IT IS BEER, YOU SURE HAVE
Street to 901$.. The close was stead?,
morning
ANTONIO LUCERO, ,
ReDollars
We offer One Hundred
M. E. church, was devoted to the work
ASK ALFONSO, RULER OF
BE gN!,SW ALLOWING MIXED
net higher December at 91.
that
Catarrh
case
of
Secretary of State.
ward
for
any
of
j
and
SPAIN
the
DRINKS.
annual me ' Frosts in Nebraska hardened the
organization
cannot be cured by Hail s Laiarrn
i morial
service.
The
conference
will
a
reaction
followed
but
,Sicoin
market,
NT"
Cure.
Running up and aown sialrs, sweepsix days,
with Bishop on account of the wheat weakness.
Entered at the postotfice at Kast
Washington,)? Sept. 18. Here are: continue
Madrid, Sept. IS. Of all the thrones
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. U.
ing and bending over making beds
known
have
outlook
is
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- the ingredient of the 62,000,000 gal Charles W. Smith of St.
the
the
December
of
gloomiest,
a
We,
undersigned,
to
shade
down
a' Europe,
presidopened
will not make h woman healthy or
beer which ing
sion through the United States mails lons of American-made
shade up at' B2'8 to 52 and sagged Loth politically and personally, per-t- o P. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,Inami
beautiful. She must get out of doors
all
honorable
hira
believe
perfectly
this c6untr annually consumes:
mile or two every day and
as second class matter.
61.' The close was firm with haps, for that of the young King business transactions
and financially walk a
Mal of .barley) 76.1S7.880 bushels;
December at 53Yi, just one cent Alfonso of Spain. It is not only the able to carry out any obligationt'.made take Chamberlain's Tablets 10 improve her digestion and regulate her
corn, 9,787,169. bushels; v rice.
and by bia firm.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
above last night,
activity
constantly growing
NATIONAL COIHTTEE
For sale by h!I dealers.
bowels
COMIWEKCE,
BANK
OF
NATIONAL
"pounds! grape sugar, 67,875,Daily, by Carrier:
Buying by prominent bulls
gave strength of the republicans in his
O.
Toledo,
.05 324 pounds; glucose, 48,276,378 pounds;
oats
more strength than kingdom and the uneasiness that
Per Copy
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is "taken Inter.15 hops, 61,706,739 pounds ; glucose sy
OUST FJER1BERS other relatively
cereals. ' December started
must have been occasioned by the nally, acting directly upon the blood
One Week
BREWERS' ANNUAL MEETING.
.65 rup, 5,074,761 gallonar other grains,
One Month,
higher at' Z2? toUched"'32i4' and tragedies and misfortunes of the de and mucous surfaces of the system.
-r
'
'
Boston, Mass., ?ppt. 18. The an,.,ot
7.50
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.,.........
One Tear
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convention Of the United States
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Daily by Mail
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1
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his services to the state despite the
127'6 which the queen asked him concerning
fact the upper house of the legislature tion, .and are cheaper than barley, 9,- - lican national committeeman could Northern Pacific
all that had hapened to him during
.169
.
not
to
NEW YORK, N. Y, VIA STANOAEO LINES
be
left
The
them.
Reading
7b7,i69
bushels
of
Indian corn ana
8howed a willingness to relieve him
$75.33
110
her absence.
Mr. Hilles announced, would Southern Pacific ...
203,OC,867
ypminds
of
besides
rice,
of performing this civic duty. It's
The queen during her stay in Eng
170',a
,
VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES $72.33
kind of Mr. Veeder to volunteer his 5,C82,104 bushels of other grains, in- confer with republican leaders In Union Pacific
land had consulted many physicians
United States Steel
matter
both
the
California
combinations
concerning
of
services. But such action need not
wheat with other less common grains of Mr. Avery's successor and the sit- United States Steel, fd. .
1134 regarding the little prince's malady,
provoked surprise. Mr. Veeder would
C ;For further'in formation call on or write.
but it Is not believed that she re
which
Hops,
are
in
state.
uation
that
to
fursupposed
volunteer to run the Normal Ml by
j
t :
nish the flavor of all good beer, ap
ceived much encouragement, and the
in New Jersey
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Hilles
Mr.
that
said
himself if the notion struck him and
folout
of the
pear Hn; thej .tabulation' of American Borden B. Whiting, a Roosevelt
Kansas City, Sept. 18. Cattle, re disapointment growing
It would not be strange should he beer
LI
11 1
Y'i
components to the extent of 61,- - lower, had notified the committee of ceipts i2,000, including 500 southerns. treatment given Prince Jaime at Frie- sue unixm-U-UUM- )
volunteer to run the whole universe.
mj
-to resign his membership. Market steady to 10 cents higher. Na burg and the terrible suffering tho
refusal
his
'and
with
7Ub,7i8.j)eHnds;
colas
hops,
Mr. Veeder Is one of the volunteer
tive steers $6.5010.75; southern little fellow
oring and flavoring as well as
g The committee, Mr. Hilles saiiL would
subsequently endured
ing kind.
seat and steers $4.256.50; southern cows and is undergoin an operafon on his
Mr.
vacant
declare
Whiting's
Jngeilents,
67,875,324
go
r-- o
'
pounds of ' grape "sugar, 48,276,378 probably would fill it with Franklin heifers $3.505.25. Native cows and head and ear have
practically
GOOD WORDS ABOUT TAFT
pounds of glucose and 5,074,761 gal- Murphy, a former committeeman. '
stackers and destroyed' all hope that he will ever
heifers $3.258.50;
lons 6f glucose symp.
The seat ot William E. Edwards feeders $4.507.50; bulls,, $3.755; be able to speak or hear, and the
Won Credit for Himself
The foregoing may be considered from West Virginia, Mr. Hilles added, calves $59.50; western steers $5.75 royal ..palace- at San Sebastian, that
From the Salt Lake, Utah, Tribune.
the basic, composition.
SUITS-DRESSEnot many years ago housed the little
It is interest- would undoubtedly be declared vacant
10; western cows $3. 50 6.
S
AHD
President Taft has done himselt ing to the sudent of the
and the state committee would be ' Hogs, receipts 8,000. Market steady blind son of the late Princess of the
application
distinguished credit by his vetoes of of
to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales $8.30 Asturias, now shelters another pititheattofialjlSis against adulter asked to choose his successor.
passed at the session of congress ation of food and food
d,
From North Carolina Mr. HilTes
to
products
8.60; heavy $8.258.55;
packers ably afflicted royal child. '
has Just closed.
note. tha,t even this is not all.
E. C. Duncan, would probably and butchers $8. 30 8. 65; lights $8.35
Little Jaime had a narrow escape
will he seen how far from true is i'ue replace Richmond Pearson. The resfrom
death at San Sebastian while
8.65;' pigs $67.
(
Lining up For Taft
reiterated assertion of the brew-ma- s
ignations of C C. Priestly and I. A.
6,000. Market stea- driving with his nurse and othe at
Sheep,
receipts
.'From the Watertown, N, Y., Standard. ters thai ''Only t$ purest oi hops and Casewell from Oklahoma and Minnedy. Muttons $3. 504.50; lambs $6 tendants. The horses of his carriage
Republicans who are real progres- - maltf' go Into the particular beer sota, respectively, would be accepted,
7.35; range wethers and yearlings took fright at a railroad trafo and
elves rather than sailing under that which is their.
and livelihood. Mr. Hilles said.
dashed across tie tracks directly In
$4".50; range eyes $2. 5004.25-name in' order to follow Colonel But with the difference from the facts
The resignation of Walter F. Brown
front of it. Tho pels of the tarriage
Roosevelt, ' are lining up strong for must also be' considered the minor in of Ohio, Mr. Hilles pontlnued, would
was broken, the vehicle upset and the
BECOMES BISHOP
Taft.
gredlents of the American products. be formally accepted and Chairman
Sioux Falls, S. D
Sep. 18. The baby prince and his attendants flung
More than
of special varia- Sherman Granger, the state commit- Rev.
for three years to the street, but the child was uninBiller,
Jr.,
George
Roosevelt's Colossal Egotism ,;
tions .of the. hop,'; sugar, grain and tee's choice, would be ratified as Mt rector of
cathedral in this jured and none of his escort was se
Calvary
From the Kansas City Journal.
A discussion 01
chemical combination
which makes Brown's successor.
city, was consecrated Episcopal bishop riously hurt.
"I happen to symbolize the forces beer are of record in the offices
the electoral situation in Pennsylva- of South Dakota
Queen Vfc'.oiia on her return ue:ird
today. The service
which in this nation make for prog- - the commissioner .:df internal revenue. nia, West Virginia, California, Kansas
took place in the cathedral, where for the first time of the letter sent to
mo'r-'
resB." Yuo would hardly think a
most authentic .styjes brought out for fall
The secret Is guarded nowadays. At and other states was scheduled for
and winter
gathered the largest assemblage ot Alfonso by his aunt, the Infanta Eula- est ,'man like' ASitiham Lincoln would one time it "was public property, but this afternoon.
192-1- 3
lla'.'
in fashions best centers. We are
hv'wblch
told
she
seen
the king that
ever
distinguished
prelates
;
not since 1896 .has, the commissioner
showing one of
. make such a statement as thaVSvouId
here. The consecrator was Bishop her Jmsbarffl, Prince Antonio of ' Or
the greatest lines of Keady-TofWeyou? ...Well; ho wouldn't ancLdldn'U,.,- - theell.'.w,ining to give up his data even "JERSEY LILY" COMING AGAIN.
leans
her.
to
Apparel ever, brought to
very much
Tuttle of Missouri, the presiding bish.
regret,' desiri
to the department of agriculture,
Las Vegas. Tte 'alt popular 3,4
London, Sept. 10. With three maids op of the church.
He was assisted ed to take French naturalization, nd
which- annualy asks for the cbmmis
length'coats;
Should be Intrusted to Taft n
suits; . Also 34
and twenty trunks, the latter packed
f.
of Montana and that, in consequence, she iwould have
sioner's data and as often is refused from bottom to lid with the latest by Bishop Brewer
'.''From the Denver Republican.
.inch coat suits shown;
the
to
newest
bedecision:
materials,;'
hi6
and
The
herself
Dakota.
accept
North
Mann
of
Skirts are
Bishop
Upon the strength of therec'ord he The excuse of the1 commissioner's of creations in French gowns and millin
made in the newest styles that 'fashion "has
consecration sermon was preached by come a French subject. Of course it
""'
'
decreed."
has made, and in view of the material fice, is i. that,the industry, which Is ery, Lady de aBthe, the famous actress
Other is generally known that Antonio and
Brooke of Oklahoma.
Bishop
on
entitled
excise
an
condition he has been largely. Instru taxed
basis, Is
who is better known under her form- noted churchmen who assisted In the Eulalia have planned a divorce. As
mental in bringing about, it It Is emi to the confidential treatment of its er name of Lily Langtry, was among
ceremony were Bishop Lines ot New- Spanish subjects divorce would be
nently wise and proper that the wel tra4oerts.
the passengers sailln" for New York ark, N. J. Dr. Frederick Foote John- Impossible
A.s French citizens' diA fine asst rtment of
Women's AH Wool
fare of the country should again be
Following is the list of extra com- today.
The noted actress is under son, bishop coadjutor of Missouri, and vorce could he obtained. Eulalia in
which
Into
American heer. contract for a twenty weeks' tour of
instructed to President Taft.
go
ponents
are on display fo inspection
her letter to the Spanish kin made
The rpt0por!I6n8 are secret. The only the United States this winter and she ReV. P. M. Kerridge of New London,
prices from
no mention of the possible future diConn.
into
much
index
as
ot their
just how
Everybody Busy.
declares positively that it will be her
vorce. Alfonso replied to his aunt,
clusion" in, the, national beer utput last
From the Buffalo, N. Y., News.
professional visit to the other INDEPENDENCE DAY IN CHILE after a consultation with his ministers,
All the channels of transportation consj iutefe alliteration must be judg- side.
Santiago, Chile, Sept 18. The an- to the effect that he greatly regretted
are choked with goods going to mar- - ed from the fact th. t they do enter
of the declaration of Chi- that she should deem it necessary to
Into-thniversary
Anhy-driof
beer:
Ttet. Merchants of every kinj report
composition
lean
Independence was celebrated to- take such a step.- He ignored all menP0STMVSTER5 AT RICHMOND
better business, better pay, larger
sURar; barley sugar, black malt,
with
18.
all
greater enthusiasm than tion of Antonio, with whom the roal
From
day
Ricshmond,
Va.,
Sept.
rock
candy,
transactions and more frequent sales brewer's extract,, candy,
arusual, owing to the fact that this is family have not for many years been
, "THE
'onl coloring,4 color malt, brown sections of the country visitors are
than they hare known for years.
STORE OF QUALITY"
the centennial year of the country't on good terms. Alfonso thoidiil.ly
to
the
Richmond
attend
in
rlvine
welss
Labor Is engaged at the highest wages malt, weiss. heer, concentrated
is
the
IstiBderstands
what
with
but
in,
wind,
crowded
freedom.
Santiago
that have ever heen paid In any coun- beer, corn flakes, corn grit, corn meal, ninth annual convention of the Nation
lupei!-line- ,
al League of Postmasters. The con visitors. Among the more distinguish- is most anx'ous t nvoiC as nmr ,.; tran-da- l
Irish
moss,
wheat
meal;
wheat,
record.
we
have
which
of
try
asr possible.
It is said, that .. no
H
salicyilc acid, isinglass, dextrta vention will begin tomorrow and con- ed invited guests are from Argentine,
J I. j, i
This Is the situation to which the
Prince Antonio
action
matter
n
what
and
Bolivia
of
other
the
the
end
of
the
in
session
until
Brazil,
tinue
maize
malt,
opponents of President Taft must al malt, dextrine, bar.one,
may take it will not affect Eulalla'i
republics.
UM'.
hominy, fioney, hop extract, hop'sub- - week.
dress themselves.
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VEGAS

FIVE

CHAVEZ TO FIGHT LEACH

$11!

.P. M. Patterson of Trinidad, came
in last night from Colorado on bus-

FOR FALL and WINTER
are arriving Dally,

" ''

iness."''

PRICES

TO

SUIl

"

,

turned this afternoon from a visit to
"

ALL

;
Kennedy.
M. Inies' of Albuquerque came iu
yesterday afternoon from the Duke
City on business.
Mrs. Ludwig W. Ilf eld left this afternoon for 'Albuquerque on a short
-

Call and See Them
See us for anything else that's
NEW and vP.TO-DATWe Have

Hoffman

Agents

&

for the NEW
PATTERN

F3E

Store
IDEA

,

visit .yith, friends and relatives.
;H. 0.t Messenger of Raton came in
'ast evening from his home and was
in Us Vegas today on business.
A- - Copley,. Santa Fe master mechanic with "headquarters in Raton,
was in Las Vegas today on business.
A. A. Sena,
recently appointed deputy Hrjited .States marshal, returned
yesterday v afternoon from Santa Fe.!
I.R.-E- .
Wingo arrived this afternoon
from his home in St. Louis for a visit
in. Las yegas with his wife and two

It

The Popular Price

Casteneda hotel

today.
Manuel Goke and H. R. Titlow, the
miller of Bapello, were in Las Vegas
today,
Mrs. John Taylor and children re-

Up-to-da-

10c

;..

MAIN 104

'. sonsi ,:.f.Vry.
-.:
niece of
ttCharles
fMrsvj
Lempertz,
SUSPECTED OORDEKERS
Charles, Sfeyenaon, Is In Las Vegas
from her home In St. Louis to spend
PLEAD INNOCENCE tliei,winter,.".i v
Bias, Sanchez, of Wagon Mound, a
member of the state legislature from
"LEFTY LOUIE" AND "GYP THE Mora county, was in Las Vegas
today
BLOOD" ARE ARRAIGNED
on business.
IN NEW YORK.
John Brochman of Davenport, Pa.
will be
in Las Vegas for
New York, Sept. 18. Harry Horo- several days.,5; Mr. Brochman has land
witz, alias "Gyp the Blood" and Louis interests here.
alias "Lefty Louie,'.'
Rosenzweig
D.'hea, passenger agent of the
charged with being two of the four Denvef and "Rio Grande railroad, left
men who fired the shots that killed this afternoon for Las Vegas. Santa
Herman Rosenthal, entered pleas oi Fe New Mexican. '
not guilty to indictments of murdet
Dr. C.S..Losey, the eye and ear speIn the first degree when arraigned be- cialistleft this afternoon for
'Santa,
fore Supreme Court Justice Goff to- Fe where, he will spend several days
day. The pleas were made through on 'professional business.
their attorney. The accused men were
Julius Krause, cleric iu tho store
remanded pending the naming of a of Hacharach Brothers, left tlite after,
date for their trial.
noon fdr( Denver, where he will sperd
i

a,teW

--

a ;week-,takin-

in the sights,
Harry' kimball, night clerk at the
Santa Fe round house, returned this
afternoon from a month's visit in
Illinois and other states in the mid-di-

:J

MAIUeilAN

i

REBELS

STILL GIVE TROUBLE
AMERICAN OFFICERS ARE CONSULTING AS TO BEST POLICY
S
TO PURSUE
San Juan del Sur, Sept. 18. Rear
Admiral William H. Southerland,

commanding the American forces in
Nicaragua, left Corinto yesterday for
the capital, according to advices re
ceived here today, to confer with the
American minister at Managua, Geo.
revo:
the
T. Witzel, regarding
400
of
A
force
iutionary situation.
for
left
Managua
has
bluejackets
Masaya, which is In the hands of the
revolutionists.
Americans are Murdered
Ni- Washington, Sept. 18. Today's
w me
ww
caraguan ouspatcnes
partment indicate that the Amerlcn
first named as Phillips, who waa murdered by the, rebels with another
American, named Dodd, at the battle
,.4t Leon, on August 19, really was an
American named Craven, although no
more is known of him.
)
It is developed that Craven, badly
Wounded, was carried by Dodd to a
hut where the rebels fell upon them.
Neither was armed and they , were
Zel-- :
murdered in cold blood. General
edoni in command of the federals
was hacked to pieces with a machete
by a r'oman.
f . t ... (

west.

Wolfe.Morants, Santa Fe telegraph
wire chief,:' left yesterday 'afternoon
oh
Nor 10 for Kansas City It
is reported that he has return trans,.
....
portation for, two.
George A.. Fleming, of the Investment and Agency corporation, went
on a short automobile trip 'south of
here yesterday afternoon. He is expected in this evening.
; Mrs,'.,Jt vari Houten, who was in Las
Vegas several days visiting her par
ents,, Mr and Mrs. Chris Wiegand, returned to her home in Raton last
evening on delayed train No. 10.
J B. McCormick and party were in
Las Vegas yesterday and today, stopping off en route by automobile from
Santa Fe to Trinidad. They are trav
Kissel
eling in, a ,big

ar: ..

.

Lawrence Tamme, son of Mr. and
Mtk j harlot! Tamme, left this afternoon for hnl Arbor, Mich,, where he
will resurii his studies' In the law
department of the University - of

''Edgar

Michigan.

B,
Ppetmaster. and Mrs.
ijykes of Mackv.'Je, Kan.,' came n
yesterday afternoon from their home.
Mrs..pykeB espects.to spend the
t St.. Anthoay'j
sanitakiui H.,: '''
0. A. Gault of Beloit, Wis., is in the
city visiting his old friend, D. R. Mur
ray. jfMrtijGault is in the employ of
William' filiStrong, formerly president
of the Santa Fe railway. He is on his
wax, tp, Bejpit from tne ?acitlc coast
where he spent several months.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Van Arnum and
,
who have
son,' ThuVwbod of St.
been visitors, at El Porvenir during
the past .summer,- came in yesterday
from the mountain resort, and, afttt
a. , short stop here, will continue on
Mr. Van Ornuin,
to their home.
a1
professor in the department of civjl
Univer
engineering , in Washington

CHIEF ACCUSES POLICE
to capChicago, Sept. 18. Failure
of safe
a
of
gang
members
ture two
a
blowers who stole $271,000 from
in
Vancouver,
Sctoia,
bank of Nova
B C , was made the basis of charges
today byl Chief of Police McWeeney
Cap'again ' two of his subordinates,!
tain John J. Mahoney and Lieutenant
that
Benjamin Burns. It is alleged
'that
Mahoney and Burns, knowing
saloon
the two robbers were , in a
in' a Sherlock Holmes sity.
engaged
here,
take
attempt to have Burns, disguised,
Burns
handed.
single
thieves
the
niicntiacious
by the rohutrai-WK
"
ij WOMEN
bers arid now is in a hospital.

,r.

Lo-iis-

-

IN THE PLOT.

Detectives
New
consul
Austrian
gen'the
1
by
employed
ITALIANS WIN VICTORY.
sangui- eral today trailed the women suspect
most
18.-- The
Rome, Sept.
Mrs. Hetro-neil- a
the war in Tri-- ' ed of having impersonated
nary engagement of
of Mrs.
mother
the
Meschik,
near Durne
poll was fought yesterday
140 Rosa Menschik Szabo, who met death
coast
W town on the Mediterranean
The while boating with her lawyer, Burton
Imlles northeast of. Benghazi.
WT Gibson, now in jail charged with
nrt 113 wounded.
"
.
Italians wv
inP. One of the women reach- " i
rvd Arams ien
erf New Ybrk recently rrom Chicago
v
r.y-o- 800 dead on the field,
at a fashionable hotel.
an Arab chief, fell and is1 flaying
oners, including
has heard of Gibnever
!',e
Sue
f
says
Italians.
into the hands of the
to have worn a
Is
said
inolfer
son,
York, , Sept.

18.

j

"""r,;,

g-

,

TOQ0RBO17.

INSURED

NEW

RULES

C; P. Christofferson of
Albuquerque
"was registered at the
;

We are proud to say, we
have the most
Hne of Ladies' and Misses'
Dresses, Coats, Skirts and
Tailored Suits.

BETTER

Trinidad, Colo., Sept.. 18. Benny
FOOTBALL
Chavez, the Trinidad bantamweight
champion, has been matched to box
Freddie Leach of Raton, the contest
BY
to be staged at the West theater or.
the night of September 1 6, during fair
week. The event is to be staged by
N1GI1T
the Santa Fe , Athletic club, and a
.crackerjack mill is looked for as
Leach has encountered Benny before
M ' G R E E V Y
THAT In fact, Leach gave Benny the hard- OLD HARVARD CAPTAIN SAYS
TONIGHT;
est battle of his life ft Clayton some
THEY WILL MAKE PLAY-INMEANS LOTS MORE FUN AT
time ago. Chavez won by the knockTHE BAZAAR
LIVELIER.
out route but the local lad was pun
A Rood,
minstrel show ished worse than he has ever been in (By Hamilton Fish, Jr., in the New
York World.)
with side splitting jokes, song hits his career. The bout will be worth
new and old, and plenty
Boston, Sept.
of good seeing.
change In
Leach is in training now working the football rules giving an extra
dancing will he staged tomorrow
permitting the forward
evening at the Catholic ladies' bazaar out daily with Kid Bruce, a clever down and
at the Duncan opera house. Many lightweight. He hopes to be able t. pass to be thrown any distance withwell known local amateur stars will turn the trick on Chavez this time. In. in' the field of play and also ten yards
come- cldentally the proposed match with beyond the goal line Increased the
appear among the black-facesuccess
will
and
that
dians,
greet this Harry Dell ls .p.ff as, George Joseph, strength of the offense to such a deBenny's manager,""! not consent .to gree that the defensive formations
production seems a certainty.
the noted, Cali- will be completely changed to meet
The personnel of the Dockstader enter the ring with
'
fornia
the--. strengthened ttacko H
a' h
champ.,
".r,
novelties that
production and the
Fireman Harris,, the new "white
It Is more ,thsiMlkel8Ubat ;iHost of
will be staged have not been disclos
the system now
ed by those in charge of the enter- hopeA" will .oubtless ajppea"in a!' pre- the teams,
at ,the Chavez-Leaccontest. used at Harvard of giving signals on
tainment, but the cast is a good liminary
the defense and thereby letting the
one and the crowd is guaranteed its,
...
linemen know where the defensive
TODAY'S
BASEBALL
money's worth. All of the old jokes
backs are and what they will do on
National League
that have Von a laugh for the past
New Wk, Sept. 18. Cincinnati-Necertain plays. The defense will be
half a century and many new ones,
obliged to shift far faster than ever
will be cracked, and some " good York. No game, rain.
before and some method of giving sigwholesome comedy will he put on by
nals on the defense will probably be
Brooklya-ChlBrooklyn, Sept
the performers. The chorus is a
used by all the big teamB.
No
rain.
game,
large one, the voices are excellent
The question of material is upperand good music is assured. Many
most in the minds of the coaches and
18.
Boston,'
'same:
First
Sept.'.'
new. and clever specialties will be inR.H.E. for the next two weeks all that is
troduced by the black-faceartists.
Boston
l 12 2 available will be carefully scanned so
This" production should prove the hit
. .
9 12 0 that by
the opening games the
Pittsburg
of the entire week's entertainment.
Batteries: Donnelly and Rariden, coaches will have a fair idea as to
Continued success met the Cathotne physical merits of the candidates.
Camnitz and Gibson.
lic ladies last night at the bazaar.
The eleven men and the substitutes
The entertainment was an enjoyable
who play in the opening game are tne
American
League
one and a large crowd was in attendnucleus from which the final lineup
.
Cleveland-Boston18.
Cleveland,
Sept.
ance. The headliner on the bill was
is picked, which tends to prove how
rain.
Postponed,
a colonial dance by 16 children. The
important material is. This year,
"kiddies" were prettily dressed in
however, the size and speed of the
18. First game:
Detroit,
Sept
their gowns and suits of the colonial
players are of the greatest import
R.H.E.
days, and the dance was a pretty
The linemen w.111 have to be
7 11 2 ance.
one. They were well trained and went Detroit,
New York
4 14 3 more powerful to meet the rushing
through the figures beautifully. They
Batteries:
Jensen and Stanage; game which Is certain to result from
were drilled by Miss Marguerite Clux-ton- ,
the extra down.
McConnell and Sweeney.
and much credit is due her. Little
A combination of weight and speed
Miss Rosemary Hughes, who made
has
always been desirable for a line
Chicago, Sept 18. tFirst game:
her. debut a3 a clog dancer Monday
position, but it has never been at such
y":
r':
'R.H.E.
a premium. The guard position, which
night, repeated her dance last night,
.9 13 1
Chicago
has of late years become a sinecure,
adding a second triumph to her sue
2
8
..1
cess of file opening night. The High- Philadelphia
will regain some of its prestige, as it
Batteries: Lange and Easterly; Cov
land Fling, danced by Mrs. Tlllie
Is a vulnerable
position for short
aleski and Egan.
Reed on last night's program, scored
gains, and an average of two and a
a hit
half yards a down will enable a team
St. Louis, Sept. 18. First game:
to advance the ball successfully.
The children., who took part In the
R.H.E. The result of
colonial dance are as follows: Emily
the change in the
St. Louis
0 7 2
Baca, Aileen Rosenwald, Alice
rules is that the linemen will be
,..2 6 1 called upon to o twice the amount of
Josephine Condon, Marie Washington
Batteries: Allison and Alexander;
Baca, Bernice Witten,, .Catherine Johnwork hitherto' jconalaereJ
necessary
OrOome and WlWlamB.
and will accordingly require, the
son, Grace Llmberg, Herman Spless,
t
strongest kind of physique to excel at
Herman 'Bachairach, iRobep-- Zngg.
Western League.
their positions. The
tackle
Henry Roberts, Theodore Rosenwald,
E.
Sioux City, Sept. 18.
H.
R.
of. last year is antiquated by the pres
Frank Carroon, Malcomb Mueller and Sioux
5 6
1
City
ent rules, and bigger players will be
Joe Dice.
J
1
. .6 12
Lincoln
found in their places The center poThis afternoon the opera house was
Batteries: Brown and Chapman; sition will
be filled by the same Bhifty
the scene of a beautiful
and
Carney.
type as last year and will be used on
euchre party. A larre number of wo- Hagerman
the defense backing up the line of
men were in attendance at the event,
STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
which was a marked success. Mrs.
scrimmage, as more ground can be
covered by this method of play.
David J. Leahy, who had charge of
National League. .
Of course the center's style of play
the affair, acted as hostess of the af
'
Won Lost Pet. will depend a
ternoon. She was' assisted by a num
great deal on' his abil
.95
42
.694 ities as a defensive
player behind the
ber of other well known society wo New York ...:'
51
85
.625 line The endsand back
Chicago ...
positions are
men of Las Vegas.
54
83
.606
unchanged as regards the type of
The return of the McGreevys will Pittsburgh
.504
69
... ......70
player, but all positions will require
be the principal attraction at the Cincinnati
.471
72
players of more stamina and strength
bazaar tonight. "Mao" is booked for Philadelphia ... ....64
82
.410 because of the increased
requirements
a monologue of the humorous side of St. Louis ...........57
86
.372 of the game.
51
...
Brooklyn
his three months', visit ia.Las Vegas.
93
.321
44
...
Yale and Princeton are equally
He proved his ability as an entertain- Boston
handicapped
by having only ono var
er Monday night and no doubt his sec
American League.
sity lineman to start the season with
ond appearance will be greeted by a
Pet. whereas Harvard Is slightly better off
Won Lost
larger audience than that of the Boston ...
41
.703 with the return of both tackles.
..........97
opening night Mrs. McGreevy will
56
...
,594
...82
It had been hoped that Gardner, the
Philadelphia
also be on hand, though It is not
... .....82 57 .590 star tackle of the beginning of last
known whether she will take part Jn Washington
.493 season, who broke his arm in the
69
Chicago ... .........67'
the evening's entertainment.
75
.460 Princeton game, would be able to
..64
An excellent musical program will Detroit
J. 64 - 76
.457 play this year, but It Is now definitely
Cleveland
be rendered tonight by well known
New York ...........48
.353 settled that he cannot and his loss
88
singers of the city. Professor J. C St.
47
89
.345 will be keenly felt.
Louis.....
Baker is booked for a bass solo and
Harvard, Yale and Princeton are
Miss Edna Gerard 'will sing a soprano
well provided with experienced back-fiel- d
Western League.
solo. Leon' Guy and Miss Llva LIchPet.
Won Lost
and end material, and the main
ty will sing a duet. As on the past Denver ... .'.
'..89
.693 efforts will be towards developing
61
follow
will
the
pro Omaha ...
nights, dancing
83
65 ' '.564 linemen.
Of all the colleges Penngram of entertainments.
ti:'' 67 .550 sylvania Is by far the best equipped
St. Joseph
.517 to start the season," having fifteen vet71
pes Moines .........76
'Sioux City
75
.483 erans to choose from.
;....70""
L. SMITH IN ALBUQUERQUE '
.477
There is considerable dispute
72
79
Lincoln
.Albuquerque, N. M., JSept, 18. I
72
79
.477 whether the long forward pass will
Wichita
one
the
classiestof
baseball
Smith;
.333 do away vith punting, but it Is scarce98
,49
Topeka
players outside of the major leagues
ly likely ithat any game of football can
e
todaytfsand who Is
be evolved that would not necessitate
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL,
and! las Vegas, has arrived .In
services of a good punter.
the
ago,
League-Chicthe city from Columbia, S.'C, to re- National
The new rules are a welcome
3.
New
5;
York,
main for a short time. Smith left Alchange from last year, and should
Philadelphia, 7; Cincinnati, 1.
buquerque last October, played wina more Interesting and exciting
make
2.
7;
Brooklyn,
Pittsburgh,
ter baseball on the coasTT, was signed
The rules committee has congame.
Boston, 5; St. Louis, 4.
up by Frank Chance (to play with the
tinued the policy begun in 1906 ot
Chicago Cubs, farmed out to Louismaking the game more fun to play
American "League
ville in the American
association
more exciting to watch, and t s
and
Boston,
Cleveland,
without a trial; farmed out again by
football exists today there is no cleanLouisville to Columbia in the South
er or better sport.
Western League
Atlantio league, again without a trial.
17-Des Moines,
Denver,
Playing with Columbia, Smith hit
T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route
St. Joseph
Wichita,
over .300 and played a star game at
1, is in his 73rd year, and was recentSioux City, 3; Llheoln, 1.
short and third base. He attracted
ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder
trouble. He says himself:
''I have
the attention of scouts and will probsuffered with my kidneys. My back
in
trainon
several
their
Cubs
After
with
the
ably go
days
having spent
ached and I was annoyed with bladI can truthfully
ing trip next spring. Smith his been Las Vegas Albino B. Gallegos, the der Irregularities.
signed up by the Albuquerque Grays. cattle and Bheep man, has returned to say .one 50c, bottle of Foley Kidney
cured me entirely." They conSmith's brother, B. Smith, who is his ranch at Las Conchas. Mr. Galle- Pills
tain no habit forming drugs. O. G.
his
located
here
Western'
has
for
gos
family
playing with Topeka, in the
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co;" i
league, Is' expected to arrive in Albi the winter and wlu send his two slns
Read The Opts
querque as soon as the season closes. to the Normal University.

MINSTREL

wW-'- when she impersonated
last evening gray'
q Miller came in
fuve
- Mrs. Menschjt in signing the
busion
Paso
his home in El
attached to Mrs. Sza'n i

SEE!This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH
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wll-ado-
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ecj'

RXGULAH RETAIL VALUB. tta.OO
We pawtiiwed tevenri crlod of this beautiful dloner-ware- ,
and on
hnrK purchase ennOled the manufacturer to give an an exclusive denied
We are charging part of the cost to "advertisicg
ut a veryandlow price.'
nnlr
to
of
you
of the
a
cutt
the
actual
pay
xpeuae," of aonly
beautiful "Cosmos" perncutaKe
aet.
It is
deslKn aud canoot be duplicated la
uallty for less than IU Iu any retaU Gtalua store. It is guaranteed by both
and ourselves.
lae manufacturer
There is a couoon iu everv sack of LARARRPJ'fl Flonr. Hand as Ave
or eipreaa money order, and we wilt
otipons ami !.:! in cash, draft,
Ail.1 m,N ncnnniin and ra.
Send von one of these heautlfnl postal
seta hv froftrhr..
omtnnee to rne uhina uepartment oi the Laraoae Flour Aims Company,
Kansas. Be sure to write your name and addreas plainly.
.f 'i'ho coupons in lABABES'S Flour are also (rood for RoK-eruilverwar
and other valuable premiums Ask (or descriptive circular.

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mfghty-Good- "
LLC O Flour that makes Baking a Oe!';M
GESf-MAN--

"ALL GROCERS
V

Trv a Sack You'll Like it
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FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050
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THE BIG ATTRACTION AT THE CATHOLIC LADIES BAZAAR
ON

tHiSDAY
'
"I, ::f tit

EVENING SEPTEMBER 19

:

NEW JOKES,

NEW SONGS

H

AND DANCES BY

BLACK-FACE-

D

BOYS AND PRETTY GIRLS
...'

Tonifjhfi McGreevy in a Monologue Full
W,:i'-,t 'i

of Local fliths
"

X

ADMISSION TEN CENTS
SIMISON ORCHESTRA

0 & CALIFOm

A.JD

(7! TOE .lonTiroT

COLONIST TICKET Swill be on sale; ;t6 kll points in California also the Northwest on September 25th. to October 10th.
inc., 1912, good for stop overs at varios points.
FARE TO CALIF01NIA

:4!;'r.

POINTS

$3DJ0

.

.

For further inforpiation apply at the ticket office or see me.

D. X1 BATCIIELOIi, Agent.
I sent them to the above named admin- NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Notice U hereby given mat Bla ' fstrators. In all matters pertaining
Sanchez and Mre. Maxlmtana S. Or to the estaate call on or address Bias
tega have been appointed administra 'Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N. ML
ELAS SANCHEZ,
tors of the estate of .the late Fran
MAXIMTANA
S. ORTEGA,
cisco B. Ortega. ,4.11 persons having
Administrators.
claims against the estate will, pre- -
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PROBLEM THAT PUZZLED HIM NEED
OF FRESH FOOD SHOWN
Bobby Didn't Understand How He
Could Get Candy for Three With
"One Money."

Imperatively.

"Hey, doc! You're wanted over at
"I
Clil'ton right away!" he cried.
tried to get you at the house, and
your wife said you were on your way
downtown. You've got to hurry!"
The doctor turned about hurriedly,
but the three pleading faces made
him heBltate. He thrust his hand Into
So
Jiia pocket, found no pennies.
he selected a nickel, and placed it
In Bobby's hand.
"Now, Bobby, papa must hurry.
You take this and get the candy. Get
come for Seth and Jennie, too, you
know. And be sure to go right back
borne after you get It."
.Bobby, who had not yet learned that
there were coins of larger value than
the penny, took the nickel without much enthusiasm, and the children proceeded to the candy shop.
Mere Bobby took his seat upon an
upturned box and let his chin fall
upon his breast. A telltale sob betrayed his state of mind to the cleric.
"Why, Bob," exclaimed the sympathetic clerk, "I never knew you to

What's the matter?"

cry!

Bobby showed the nickel that had
teen shut tight In ' his warm little

fist.
"Papa told me to get candy for all
of us," he gulped, "and I can't! Seth
land I can't have any. I've only got"
another sob "one money!" Youth's
.

Companion.
TO THE

LAST

Praise of His Own

Handi-

CANTANKEROUS

Not

Ewen

work Availed to Soften Old
"Uncle Jake."
I

"Uncle Jake"

one of the char
factors of Bunbury. He was as deaf as
a, post when he wanted to be and
as contrary as a bundle of sticks.
One of his neighbors came into his
yard one day and said, "Uncle Jake,
I'd like to borrow your wagon this
morning; mine Is having a spring
mended."
"You'll have to" speak louder," re.Joined Uncle Jajke. "I don't hear very
well, and I don't like to lend my
wagon, anyhow!"
The old man was an expert maker
of axe helves an occupation in which
there is more art than the unlnstruct-would suppose and these handles
tie left at the Tillage store to be sold
Was

-

.

111

ANT

Humor

Pour-juol-P-

"That will be delightful, Lucile,"
said Ruth, when I spoke to her about
it.
"What kind of an affair will you
have?"
"Oh, just a nice party," I answered.
"You must be sure to keep Friday evening for me."
I was just making out my invitation
list when Arthur Knight phoned me
that he had theater tickets for Friday
evening and asked If I could go.
"Yes. Indeed, I could go," I answered. Then I told him that I was giving
a party for Elolse Nixon Saturday evening. Not having sent out my invitations, it was', of course, a very easy
matter to change the date of my
I was rather glad to have it
party.
a day later so that mother and Cousin
Fannie would have a little more time
to do the necessary baking, for I had
determined to save a caterer's bill by
refreshhaving simple, homemade
ments.
Father talked to me quite seriously
at the beginning of this year about trying to avoid extravagance, so I intend
to cut down expenses In every way I
can. I told mother that I knew good
coffee, salad, rolls, cake and Ice cream
would be as acceptable to my guests
aa a more elaborate supper served by
a caterer, and she said with a sigh
that she supposed it would.
.Mother has a dreadful habit of sighCHORUS GIRLS WANTED EGGS ing. Sometimes it gets on my nerves
awfully, but I always try to be paDemand Caused Irritated tient with my dear mother,
Incessant
Friday I went down town to get a
Chef to Come Forward With Infresh pair of white gloves and a new
Protest.
dignant
hair ornament to wear to the theaa
of
The hauling
theatrical company ter. I met Ruth and Miss Nixon in
was in charge of Agent Lindsey, says the store.
Ruth, laughingly,
"Why," asked
the New York correspondent of the
for
Cincinnati Times-Star- .
He contracted "aren't you at home getting ready
your party?"
to take complete charge of a
"Oh, the party is coming on nicely,"
operatic company for three days,
returned.
furnishing sleeper and meals en route.
"Well, you must be a good manThe contract was a good one, and Mr.
ager, Lucile," she said. "Now, If I
Lindsey determined to make the occa- were
giving a party tonight I should
sion memorable.
"I will set the best
be at home running from one room to
'.able you can find in the state," said
another seeing about everything."
lie to the theatrical agent.
"I will
"But, you know, it's not tonight," I
guarantee there will not be a single reminded her.
complaint."
"Why, Lucile, you told us distinctSo he bought all the steaks and
ly that the party was to be here Fri:hops and lobsters and shell fish and day night," insisted Ruth.
ill that sort of thing that he could
"Well, at first I did intend to have
Dnd in the market and planted them In
I explained, "but somean ice box and hired a relay of chefs it tonight,"
came
that made it inconvent
up
thing
nd undertook to feed those chorus
so I sont out the Invitations for
ladies out of slenderness.
There were ent,
tomorrow
I thought, of course,
forty persons In the company. At the you knew."night
Brat luncheon thirty-siof them or
"You didn't notify1 us," Ruth deJered eggs.
clared.
"Got to ohder moah aigs by wire,
"Dear me, didn't I? How heedless
Mr. Lindsey ' reported the chef. of
me!
You know, Ruth, when on
"These heah chorus girls certainly do Is in such a
society whirl as I am all
have the aig habit."
the time one will occasionally forget
of some little thing.
For dinner that night thirty-eigh- t
You
must forthe company ordered eggs in some give me. dear."
style. The chef wired ahead for more
Ruth looked almost sour as I parted
eggs. At breakfast the next morning with them and hurried on. Her friend's
the entire company of forty wanted face wore an
amusing expression oi
eggs, and not one of them wanted mystification,
she being evidently a
those eggs as any other one wanted
girl of small social experience.
dethirty-twthem. At luncheon
when Ruth and
manded more eggs. That night the herSaturday evening,
friend came into the drawing
Brst pair to reach the diner asked for room and saw
the card table, Ruth
The chef walked right In and asked: "You're not
eggs.
going to. hav
made the speech:
"Nevah mine ohare you?"
bridge,
ierln' no moah algs," said he. "They
"Yes, of course," I replied,
ain't no moah algs. You-al- l must think
"Eloise doesnl play bridge," anwe cahhles a hen on this car."
nounced Ruth, solemnly.
"Doesn't play bridge
Surely Ruth
Is joking," I said, turning to Miss
One of the Knox Knocks.
Philander C. Knox, the secretary of Mxon.
"No, I don't play," she answered;.
state, received one day In his office a
bunch of
newspaper cor- "But it doesn't matter at all. I can
respondents. In the number was Wil- watch the games."
"I'm very sorry Indeed that you
liam Hoster, who stepped to the front
with a copy of his paper In which was don't play," I said. "It never occurred
one of his dispatches under big, black to me that there was anyone In soheadlines.
The dispatch dealt with ciety nowadays who didn't know
the affair of the department of state, bridge. You will certainly have ta
and ran along glibly as If the writer learn."
Other guests began to arrive, and
had enjoyed the confidence of Mr.
in a few moments every one exKnox regarding the whole matter.
'What do you think of this article?" cept Miss Nixon was deep in bridge.
asked Hoster, exhibiting no modesty She wandered about among the tables
as he handed the paper to the secre- a little, looking so lost and forlorn
that I was really glad when she start
tary of state.
"After looking this over," said Mr. ed to read a magazine.
When all the guests but she and
Knox graciously, "I must say, Mr. Hoster, you are the nestor of Washington Miss Nixon had gone Ruth drew me
aside and said: "It may Interest you
correspondents."
InAt this Hoster took on the aspect to know that Elolse and I were
and
to
that
vited
the
theater
tonight
of a balloon and looked exceedingly
we had to withdraw our acceptance
pleased until Knox added softly:
when we learned that your party was
"Mare's-nester.- "
Magazine.
Popular
to be this evening. I didn't tell you
when I saw you yesterday, because I
Recruit.
. The Raw
thought it might make you uncomfort
able. But I now think you ought to
P. M. King enlisted in the
war and was sent to Jeffer know it.
"If you had only told me yesterday
son barracks. He was strolling through
the company streets smoking a cigar that you were to have bridge, Eloise
when an officer approached. King sa- might have been spared this extremely
Of course, I'm greatly
gay evening.
luted.
"Look here," said the officer, "doht obliged to you for entertaining In her
you know better than to salute an off- honor."
I was so astonished at this rude out
icer when you have a cigar in you?
How long have you been burst of sarcasm that I made no reply.
mouth?
Indeed, I should regret having taken
here?"
the trouble to do anything for Ruth
"Three days," replied King.
"You are excused this time," said and her friend were it not for the fact
the officer, "hut don't let me catch you that the party, which was really a distinct success notwithstanding Ruth's
dolag that again."
In a short time King met the same ill humor, has cleared off a great many
officer and walked by without salut- of my social obligations.
ing.
"Why didn't you salute?" demanded
Why They Were Small.
the officer, stopping him.
The
eggs,
Salesman Plovers
me
not to salute madam? Just arrived.
"Well, you just told
when I had a cigar in my mouth," reThe Customer Rather small, aren'l
,
plied the raw recruit
they?
But he spent three days' In the
The Salesman Just a trifle, mad
kitchen peeling potatoes for this of- am, owing to the coal strike. Sketch,
fense. Atchison Champion.
d
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cheese.

Youth's Companion.

Clay Had Campaign Banners.

Jerome Carter Hosmer, president of
the Dorchester (Mass.) Historical bc
.clety, at the next regular meeting of
that society will present a banner
' "which was carried
by the adherents
of Henry Clay through the New England states at the time of Mr. Clay's
candidacy for president of the United
States. It is thought to be the only

one

in existence.

,

states are represented, the stars encircling the portrait of
Henry Clay. Within the circle are
t.he words, "National Currency and
In the four corners of
Protection."
the banner are the words agriculture,
commerce, manufacture and encourThe flag Is said to have
agement.
&een carried by enthusiastic followers
of Clay In Worchester and Roxbury
Twenty-seve-

'in. 1844.
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MODERN-

FOR SALE 160 acres Improved farm,
sSO miles east of Las Vegas, new huse,
barn, fenced. Easy terms, Dr. Eck-ertCentury Building, St. Louis, Mo.
,

FOR SALE Gentle riding or driving
horse for sale at a bargain. Call

Fifth street.

Furniture.

FOR SALE
nue.

705 Main ave-

FOR SALE CHEAP Two pieces of
property, corner Third and Columbia. Call at 902 Third street.

For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished room, 712
Fifth. Inquire between 11 and 12
a. m.

"Did you fool anybody?"
"Yep. I fooled myself into thinkin'
could fool pal"

t

t

FOR RENT Strictly modern home;
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
no sick people; See Cutler Brothers.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house
Fifth street.
keeping rooms at 1030
'

FROM AWAY BACK

FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
choice rooms in the New Elks'
Home.

!
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U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had
kidney trouble for years, and was so
with rheumatism, he could
crippled
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
"I began to get beter at once, and
now all my trouble has left me and
I do not foel that I ever had rheumatism. I rest well all night and tho"
59
old, can now do the work
i. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541 of ayears
man of 35 years. I would like
I. O. of B. B, Meet
every first to be the means of others getting benTuesday of the month In the veatry efit from Foley Kidney Pills." Refuse
room of Temple Monteflore at t substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
o'clock p. m. Ylsltinz brothers are
Isaac Appol
cordially Invited
Few, If any, medicines, have met
President; Charles Oreenclay, 8e with the uniform success that has attended the use of Chamberlain's Corotary.
lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
The remarkable cures of colic and
KNIGHT3 OF COLUMBUS, COUNC' diarrhoea which it has effected in al
.NO. 804. Meets second and foan
most every neighborhood have given
It a wide reputation. For sale by all
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Piou
dealers.
building. Visiting members are c
dlally lnvted. Peter Emenaker, G
Antolne Deloria, postmaster at GarK., Richard Device, F. g
den, Mich., knows the exact facts
when he speaks of the curative value of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
I. O. O.
F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO "From
my own experience I recom1.
Meets every Monday evening at
mend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great
their hal on Sixth street. All visit remedy for kidney trouble.
My fathlng bretairen cordially Invited to at ers was cured of kidney disease and
a
good many of my! neighbors were
tend. J . D. Frldenatlne, N. G.;
by Foley Kidney Pills. O. G.
Frank Frlea, V. G.; T. M Elwood cured
Schaefer and Red Cross Druir Co.
Secretary; Karl WerU, Treasurer:
C Y. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
An article that has real merit should
in time become popular. That such is
P. O. E. Meets first and third Tue the case with Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been attested by many
day evenings each month, at Wood dealers. Here Is one of them.
H.
man hall. Visiting Brothers eo? W Hendrlckson, Ohio
Falls, Ind.,
M
Remdlally Invited to attend. A.
rJif''C1lan'berlaIn"a
the best for coughs,cosh
colds and
Adler, President; E. C, Ward, Set edy
croup and Is my best seller." For
rotary.
Bie ny all dealers.

.

1026

tretssrer.

.

;

WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet to tha forest of brotherl
love at Woodmen of the Wori
hall on the second and fourth Fr
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
Consul; G. Laemmie, Clerk. VI.,
lng neighbors are especially
come and cordially Invited

FOR SALE One house and lot; One
house and two lots. A snap' for
cash. Must sell this month
dee
Cutler Brothers.

at

Vw mt'-

4.... 11:05

avary linear night at
O. R. C. HalL ca Soasiaa ivcsann t
WANTED Pupils to learn Spanish; 8 o'ctoek.
VMtiss ne&ba ar
Apply Hotel La Pension.
cordially walooma.
B, akring, No. 1..
prealSat: J, T. Bsidar. secretary; No. 1..
O.

Dolly Don't you love to see the
waves when they're blowing In?
Daisy Not when mine are blowing
out.

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunt
Hunker
Attorneys at Law.

mn to cue

at

Chambermaid

A

HUNKER
Geo. H.

La Vega.
RANSrORU CHAPTER NO, t, O. E.
t test kb4 ti.!rd fridaya In
Mmmlm Twm$l. Ura. T. B. Bowes,
Wortkf ftfatroa; J&sbm O. Katladtfe
To Tent, a modem fur
Wortty ratroa; Kn. Oaorga Trtp,
Thonm Mala 111.
room cottage.
Sewratmrjr.
Call Main
U0 Arrive
.
Qrnxi avanaa.

WANTED

second

Meets,

fourth Tuesday evening of eaf
month Elks Home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

Wanted

o

Spanish-America-

N. O.

com-

Five cents per Una each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word to a line. LAS VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
r
Mo ad to occupy lese space than two
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
lines. All advertl menta
eoactare aaceaa Taee--J
charged
Mrs. Love Yes, Fred's love is cooi will be booked at apace actually tat,
day to each month at Ma
without regard to number of word. sonic Temple a 7: JO p. m. C. D.
ng.
Mrs. Dove What makes you think Cash In advance
k
preferred.
Boucher, B. C; Ouu. Tamme,
io?
corder.
Mrs. Love When we were on our
Honeymoon he broke two teeth trying
:o eat my biscuits.
Now he soaks
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No, S. ROYAL
them in hot tea for half an hour.
ARCH MASONS Eagmlavr convoca
tloa first Ifoaday in each
f
uMtk at Haaoaie Tem.
AT THE SHORE

FOR RENT

Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
baths, etc. Excellent location, 918
.
Eighth street

hlgh-browe- d

Lords In the Making.
, Allan Dawson, a" New York editor.
Bays he was in London when the
question of making 500 new lords was
agitating England, and that he happened to be in the press gallery of the
bouse of commons when the subject
was under discussion,
c ""It was an exciting time," said Dawson. "A list of names was under consideration. I listened until the house
bad disposed of three and had elect
ed their titles. The first man decid-- .
ed upon was General Booth of the Salvation army. It Was set forth that
his title was to be Lord Saveus. The
next was Mr. Patterson, the big baggage and express man of London, and
Els title was to be Lord Deliverus.
The third was Mr. Pink, who owns the
largest jam factory in England. They
fixed his title as Lord Preserveus.
Then I came away." Saturday Eve- ting Post. ,

ADVER-

NO

Olive

x

as Uncle Jake came
stamping up the steps of the store,
another old fellow who was known as
Uncle Horace remarked to the men
lounging about the stove:
"I'll treat tha crowd If I don't make
Uncle Jake agree to the first thing I
eay to him when he comes in."
' "Don't he
rash, Uncle Horace!" called out the storekeeper. "That never
happened yet, and It Isn't likely to."
But Uncle Horace merely grinned
end picked tip one of Uncle Jake's
The door opened and In came
RIncle Jake.
"Jake," said Uncle Horace, running
ti4s fingers up and down the smooth
wood, "this Is a mighty good ax handle."
1 "No, It
ain't," replied Uncle Jake at
Tnce. "I can't make good handles, but
that one you've got Is the kind people
want. They don't know no better!"
And Uncle Horace treated the company to sardines, crackers and
Oiy? snowy day;

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

FOR

f.

C A.
A M. Regular
munication first

LODGE

A ff

COLUMN

her.

CAFE

A 11 D

CANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

Ruth Ritchey had an out of town
friend, Elolse Nixon, visiting her last
week, and I decided to entertain for

A iJ

bmort rtRHFRS AN D REGULAR DlNiNta
HANDLED
THIS BEST GOODS OBTAI NARLE ALWAYS

Ruth's

In an address lately given before
he Zoological Society of France, Dr.
Jacques Llouvllle, the physician and
aaturallst who accompanied the
on her antartic expedition,
itated the chief physical troubles with
ivhlch the crew had to contend were
:bree In number, all, in his opinion,
springing from the lack of fresh food.
He therefore, terms this polar malady
'the disease of conserved food." The
of
symptoms
malady
comprised
and severe
scurvy, polar anaemia
irost bites or chilblains, which f recently bled constantly. The underlying cause of all the affections is an,
alteration In the chemical composition of the blood or "dyscrasia." The
heart functioned badly, and the patients suffered from terrible shortness
Df
breath, frequent drowsiness, and
oedema cf the lower extremeties.
They were easily exhausted and unable to march, while the slightest
movement brought on Intense palpitaall these morbid
tion. However,
symptoms disappeared within ten days
when fresh meat was obtainable, and
4id not appear again after the fresh
wild celery obtained at Tlerra del
Fuego had been enjoyed for some
time. Dr. Liouville took a Just pride
In the fact that this was the first
polar expedition which ever restored
all its members to their homes in a
state of perfect health. He had three
Recovery
surgical cases to handle.
was highly satisfactory, which he ascribes partly to the entire absence of
pathogenic bacteria and partly to the
fact that there was not a trace of alcoholism In the patients. Scientific
American.

good-size-

LOBBY REST

TDE

THE OPTIC

PROOF ENOUGH

Scientific Name Given to Dlseaie
Which Afflicted Member of
Polar Exploration Party,

It was a charming summer morning.
Bobby, aged five; Beth, aged four, and
Jennie, aged three, were escorting
their father, Doctor Jackson, on Mb
tfally visit to the village postoffice.
lie had promised them candy, and
they straggled along in great content.
Opposite the telephone office the
procession was suddenly brought to a
stop by the operator, who appeared
In the door and beckoned the doctor

13, 1912.
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WE TEACH you a trade in a few
months' time; no expense hut your
work.
automobiles,
Electricity,
(plumbing, Jjricklaying. 100 satisfied workmen today; 40 Jobs going.
United
Trade
Catalogue free.
School Contracting Co., Los An
geles.

BS

L-

or Mora, Each Delivery

lb, to U3 Ibe, Each Delivery
lb. U U29 lb, eao. Delivery
lb, t IBS lb Each DeMvery

"
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very
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AGUA PURA COMPAlNY
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Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice,
and Lasting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las vSras
Fameus-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue

"How old Is yo' aU, Uncle Boaz?"
1
"Laws, chile, how kin I tell?
tpecs calendars Ttusn't invented when $80,000,000.00 lost Annually by Wage
wu borned."
Earners
Dr. Sadler estimates
that about
8O,00C,000.a0 in wages Is lost annualSELF-MAD- E
MONKEY
ly to the American people as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means lost
wages and doctoring is expensive.
Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
heal and sooth the sore and Inflamed
air passages. O. O. Schafer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
1

ANT Ads :v
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thefeeople to
of those who MIGHT BUY the
particular

FOR THE aHLDREi;
'

ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

QUICK

-

SAFE - RELIABLE

NO OPIATES

NO NARCOTICS

,

FOLEY'S HOuEYasdTA"
.

The Short One You can't make a
monkey of me."
inThe Tall One I can't without
fringing on your copyright
.

GB"F01!SD

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in thai
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.- -

thii, is WOrZ0st.

That property you want to sell
MOST to .ome-on- e
who reads the ads. in this
would never
newspaperand
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, wan
(andareanxtoustofind and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
.used machinery and furmture, article, of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read
by all passible bur-r- s
of
possible sorts of thW. they"have come to be the finders'of tL
best markets!
ij

feeii explained cramet
68 nu,V prick him, for
or bad. 0nly malie blm feeH
LW
.a8ke(1
still curious
a little bewildered.
my dear!"
the old
gentleman, yet undisturbed by, ber
"5
He changed his tone.
y 1 ara SshtiD
for
futuret ftnd w gane (rame
mind: nothing i.
golng to atand ,D
my way.
He', not going to dry up
mto a miserable,
crabby cynic, if I
can help it
Somebody's got to prove
tne existence of love
and faith."
Why me?" asked Isabel pertl- -

to2

ffhq Imimihh God

Jh!
lew

T""

of

Ml-8- -

Tlndairs

JnT?

gar- -

!tlZ

l'Cl?ins

-

e

ai.,.

:

;

hi

s

god-take-

1

s

you

or something?
Think hard."
Isabel thought; then confessed to
bankruptcy.
"We must find one for you, then."

Pated

to do Just as he
There-oy- ,
wr. Cramer wag pleased.
able
.e8ted a.1 the
guesu
vantage of a secluded arbor, uu
Because," said Mr. Cramer, lean0n hls cane- h
chin
Ws keen ing on his cane and staring at her
Re8tlly
brown eyes searched
Perhaps Isabel found the answer
face after face,
but presently his
quest seemed tc more lucid .than masculine, for she
became interested, and a
abruptly-blittle flatBO,ighl
tered, in spite of herself.
"Will you Introduce me to
"You
have a plan?" she
that glvl
queried, in
over there?" he
naif surrender,
requested
"I thought it out
Mf
Tindall strolled with him k
long ago. Since
he demands riches
tibere Miss Currin was
How much
lem
serving
wade. "Isabel, Mr. Cramer is thirst money have you? You mustn't
mind,"
he
added
be
please
kind to bim," she sai l
quickly.
But
Isabel stretched out her hand. Th.
Isabel shook her head without
" 'My face Is
eld gentleman held It
my fortune,
long enough n resentment.
"
call a question to her eyes. '
sir,
she quoted, smiling.
"I asked to meet
"H'm!
Then
vou
miiHt
you," he exnlaim
pectations of a great legacy," he an- You are the only one he
iranKiy.
who might succeed. I have
uuuncea.
gee to that. You will
Iipp
watching them all. Will you help me? then proceed to engage his attention
I leave the method to
Details, please," murmured Isabel
you. If he
succumbs, you must burn your expeimlling.
She liked-thiif
ctationsand.
you have really sucabrupt old man wit
ceeded, it svon't make any difference.
the kindly face. There was magnpt
When
nil's said and done the 'little
appeal ln his expression as he ;
god" is invincible, you know."
swered her.
"What of me if the 'little
"I have a son," he ebgan. "He t
his revenge out of me, and I
very dear to me.' He is ill unhap.p-Iamounts to the same thing ven lose both the legacy and the game?"
"If the two nroved lnKnnrw0
often. He needs a doctor. For
long time I have been hunting foi would you care to win?" parried Crathe right one. My search is over mer. "Besides, it is a great opportuNow, I want you to help me persuad nity that I offer you."
"But suppose," gasped the girl, "he
him to take the case."
"I! What Is the matter with youi learns to care, and I can't fall in love
with him?"
soni asked Isabel gently.
"Have you met my son?" demand"He Is withering," diagnosed
Mr.
Cramer, solemnly. "Grief seldom kills, ed the old gentleman proudly.
'No," admitted Isabel, smiling.
but he is shriveling mentally, phys"Ah! He is coming this way now!"
ically, worst of all. In his heart. It
exclaimed Cramer,
"a good omen."
frightens me. He is too young.
Isabel detected a total lack of,
disapprove of It at any age, ln fact."
"Of course!" agreed Isabel vigor- rather than any definitely disaerepnhlA
expression on the face of the young
ously. "But how can I help you?"
He plunged on quickly. "My son man who stood before her. She stud-lethought he fell In love, a year or so he him as they chatted, and before
excused himself, was Justifying his
agodesperately, you understand! father's
stand by becomtne involunta
Happiness comes high, it seems, and
the lady decided he wasn't ricfi rily and combatively desirous of call.
enough. Then and there he vowed to Ing forth some decided characteristic
good or bad.
marry none but a wealthy girl, to
"Well?" pleaded Cramer anxiously.
eliminate the chance of future decep"I'll try," answered Isabel softly.
tion. It is ruining him." He put in
"Bless you." ray dear!" he mnr.
simply. "He's got to be roused! You
ara the doctor It Is a woman's task. mured, pressing her hand. "Are you
I want you to do it," he ended bluntly. needed here any longer? Suppose we
Bit over there," he pointed to the
"Roused?"
repeated Isabel, curl- - summer house,
"and decide the do- be. notig)e lost

nl VTd

ever fall from heaven could
(race up a great aunt or a

--

.
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By GRACE DE UNA

SO WeafT IffiKS M"oi'' Cuaiu. TKJTr,
source of your leeacy th-e-

::r the

1

Inn

"How?"

"Trust me!" chuckled Cramer
"There is a little old lady
who is very fond of me to the extent of hopping around to the end of
the earth at my bidding. She In
something of a wizard, too, and can
transform herself Into anybody else
at a moment's notice. So, your 'aunt,'

"Uf course
Mr.

not!" tattered lsanei.
Cramer searched ber face.

"Bless rny soul! Do you "
"Yes," admitted Isabel, "I care."
"My dear! Then you must lose
everything every cent you have in
the world!"
"Oh, no!" cried the
girl. "I'm

afraid!"
"All or nothing!" urged Cramer.

wudiy.

a

ueorge rcawrrrrrt vrrriSffi ce

"Pater!" he cried, "I'm going tc
her! It's no use! I've tried, but "
He saw Isabel, and gasped.
"You see," said Mr. Cramer, beaming, "he has tried! Give him thai
much credit; he really tried! Aren't
flattered?"
"Yes!" cried Isabel.

you

"I am!"
"Yoa mean !" shouted
George
"Oh, If you do, I'll show you "
But Isabel laid her finger on hit
lips, as she practically flung bersell
Into his arms; and if Bhe and Mr.
Cramer exchanged a wink over Geor
jfle's shoulder, only the "little god'
ever knew why.
KITES TO CARRY AIR SCOUTS

Meanwhile, George appeared satiswith his lot. He bad kept hie
word and won a rich girl. He wat
proud of her looks, and she never
As the days went bj
bored him.
he realized her charm more and
more, and it wag with
with a twinkle, is
and will
that he counted the tim
impatience
her
We'll
talk
from
there.
play
part
between visits. With Interest, obserit over with her. Come!"
vation had grown keener, and on
The next evening Mr. Cramer foFrench Military Man Has Devised a
her mood puzzled him.
cused the conversation on the gar- night
Scheme Whloh Authorities
demanded
is
he
"What
it?"
right
s
den party. He brought in Miss
View With Favor.
away.
name quite naturally.
"Everything!"
comment"Stunning looking girl!"
While the enthusiastic airmen have
She motloced him to Veep his seat
ed young Cramer flippantly.
"Now, as she
succeeded in putting France far ahead
in front of him.
paced
"
if he were only rich
of all other countries in the way of
"So
Bee, I've lost everything
"She has prospects," said his father, I won tyou worth
military aeronautics, one captain,
a
be
penny!"
in a similar tone. "Some old riiiEer
by name, hag been doggedly
He sat and stared. She watched
I believe.
Hadn't him. Then she took the
relative,'
g
from working over
kites, of
ring
?
If
heard
can
a
.Have
you
you
try
and dropped it into hh which so much was once expected,
look-in- ,
favora
that Is. She's a
get
hand. This recalled him. He tried but which have been put in the shade
ite, I gather."
to replace it, perfunctorily.
Sh by the more showily performing aeroGeorge Cramer looked up curiously. would not let him,
planes.
Indifferently
quite
It was a new attitude on his father's He
A short time ago he made an ascenshould have felt relieved; but why
no
but
harbored
he
part;
suspicions.
peculiar dullness all through sion out at sea, carried up by a series
Neither did It occur to him as sig- this
him? He left her abruptly, as if run of kites that, were towed by a man of
nificant that thereafter he met Isabel
aing away
Why? There was nc war. He claims that It is. a simple
nearly everywhere he went.
She bad shown blm plainly matter to make observations and that
danger.
"Come and see me," said she one that she had
regarded the whole af- It is much easier to regain the ship
evening, on parting.
fair as an arrangement which the than if he tried to come down from
He went.
She was popular, not turn of circumstances nullified. Per an excursion by aeroplane.
His latest adaptation, and one that
easily obtained
pretty, and haps he wasn't rich enough for hei
rich quite worth the effort, George either without her own additional has made military authorities take noadmitted.
He frund others ahead of wealth. She was probably," at that tice, is a combination of automobile
One moment, planning bigger game. He and kite.
him, not once, but frequently.
day he asked her over the telephone tried to laugh, but only succeeded in
His outfit consists of an automobile
If he might have that evening.
She becoming very angr
And while he with a windlass that is operated by
declined. He begged the next for the stupidly groped for consciousness
ol the motor, a trailing truck carrying
theater or anything she might, prefer. his own mood, Isabel was sobbing hei the kites folded up and a squad of 20
She chose to have him come to her heart out; for It seemed, Indeed, as men. The train can attain a speed of
bouse Instead. It was then that she if the "little god" were making cruel about 16 miles an hour.
first hinted, delicately, at some leg- sport pf her.
The speed of the motor to some exacy a substantial one. He gathered
She waB wrong. On the third daj tent makes up for lack of wind, and
that her eccentric aunt was hopelessly George sought his father, who had ascensions are safe where they would
ill.
be dangerous under ordinary condibeen watching him anxiously.
At the end of a week he proposed.
"1
"I won't love her! he ended.
tions. The big kites make reoonnoiter-inShe refused him.His desire grew. tell you I'm done' with it. I said I'd
easier than from an aeroplane, and
"
At the end of a month she gave in. marry money and
He crushed on the apparatus is much handler to put
In a panic, she sought Mr. Cramer, Sr. his hat and dashed out.
He barely together.
"You must lose your legacy not escaped lsabel.
too soon," he decided.
"Your aunt
"It's three days!" cried the girl tc
HOUSE
will suddenly change her mind about Mr. Cramer. "I couldn't wait any LIKES
"I've lost," she continued
Tou can rely on her. longer.
endowing you
You have disagreed, about urn ah
dully. "I'm afraid I'm going to hate Belgian Consul at Boston Refuisi to
what have you disagreed about?"
Make Changes In His Picturyou forthe whole affair. I don't
"My choice of a husband?" suggest- want to," she added naively.
esque Abode.
He laid a hand on her shoulder
ed Isabel, with a touch of humor.
E. S. Mansfield, the Belgian consul,
and pushed her into a chair.
Mr. Cramer shook his head. "That
"I'm not bo sure. George has wan- a as an
house which has
might rouse George's chivalry he
used to have a great deal. It might dered around supper) ss the last two existed for at least a hundred years,
and which he has refused to have fit-Influence his actions, and that would nights. There is hope," he said.
(ntiflrmfl.t'rm. fft-- - doqr nnnn&i
'
either with gas or electricity.
never do."
fied

g

,'

iite a meac;. c: 2st2i?r sss-;ursays the friends who visit it,
but they admire even more the rare
and ancient garden which leads from
It.
In ltsolf the garden is complete
jnd after the style of the early European gardens or America's colonial
Dnes.
The old paintings which hang
in the house always evoke the most
praise of all.
They are Spanish,
Dutch, Flemish, Italian, French and
Engllah works, and they add to the
aged aspect of the home.
Whenever guests who know the modern activity of Mr. Mansfield first
e
acquainted with his house, they
ire surprised that it should appear so
apposite to the owner. They ask Mr.
Mansfield of it and he answers: "I
.ike the contrast." Boston Traveler.

.
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It is one of the pet beliefs of the
fishing fleet folk that when a white
bird flies aboard a ship at sea good
luck is bound to follow.
And if a
white bird happens to fly aboard a
brand-necraft it insures the vessel
with all kinds of Joy forever. Out on
Georges, recently, a little pigeon fluttered down on the deck of the good
Bhip Mary, perching on the wheel box.
Result, good luck. , Although Captain
Whaien's boat struck mighty hard

....

home.

...

Other people who know tell the same story.

.

for seven hours. Harper's Weekly.

having made up my mind to leave Las Vegas.

'

.

The Optic hag always tried to lead in boosting for Las Vegas.
You can

.

,v'
.

It wants the entire

'

.

community to Join in.

"

help your business and boost your town by

Advertising m The Optic
t

mmmtssss&tmmmt

A'i

Ave

Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles (or Hire

Grand Ave

PLAZA HOTEL

NEWLY REMODELED .
Private Baths and Lavatories
Steai Heat Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per day and upk
air"was
AMERICAN PLAN
fee
a
was
with
hit
then
that
It
Pullman pillow, remaining unconscious Special Rates by "Week or Blentl

After

iting the stores of numerous merchants in much larger cities than our own I found they were not doing the business that I did right here.
'

416 Grand

Good Excuss.

It was on the sleeping-car- .
,"Say, mister," said the man in the
upper berth to the occupant of the
lower, "quit that music, will you?
What do you think this is, a concert-hallThe rest of us want to sleep."
"Why, the car la ao stuffy," said the
warbler, "I was only humming a little

The other man remarked:

:

M BIEHL, Propietor

429

Two Las Vegas men were talking yesterday morning about business conditions throughout the country. One of them said:
t
' "In the
past year I have traveled several thousands of miles and visited some of the largest cities in the country. I have been in thousands
towns the size of Las Vegas and I can say truthfully that I have never run on to'a place where business conditions were bettor than right here."

back to stay."

f.:nS. R. FUfiT, Prep

Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, W. M.

H. C. YOUNG

-

"I spent some time recently traveling in southwestern towns looking for a location,

Directory

.

A Lessoi in Bo
of

Business,,

PETER P. MACKEL
weather it came thrdugh without a
scratch and landed 130,000 pounds of
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
,
fish, mostly hake and cusk, which is
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
pretty nearly the record catch for a
and Glazing.
maiden trip. The pigeon looked as If
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
It had had some pretty hard luck itself
before it fell ln with the Mary, how- Vest Bide Plaza . . . . Old Town
ever. One of its wings was badly
torn, as if a gull or a hawk had taken
a piece out of it. The men aboard
took good care- of the pigeon, giving
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
It p'enty of food, although they made
no attempt to confine it to any one Lock and Ounsmith
Bicycle atio
part of the vessel. The bird made
JGeceral
Repairl3?
friends with every one, especially the
520-6t- b
Street
E. Las VegaS
cook, arid refused to eat except out of
the men's hands. As the Mary came
up the harbor the bird was adeck.
Abreast of Governor's Island he sudAutomobile, Carriage &
denly took wing and flew away, The
men said It looked to them as if the
bird had recognized his surroundings
N. 0. HERMAN
In the inner harbor and had flown for

V
1

.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

Pigeon Brought Luck.
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Fresh oysters, just

For sale

This Week

the

.A

48 lbs. Old Homestead Flour per Sack $1.40
Se.ck 1.40
48 lbs. Diamond M Flor
jer
And Everything Else in Our Store
At Reduced Prices.,

In,

at

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourton
at th Opera Bar.
rent.

nine room furnished bouse for
Inquire of Cutler Bros.

Boy Scout School shoes now here
In all sizes. For sale by Tiacharachs.
Homo cooking.
White Kitchen.
Cleanliness.
Good service.
Meals
25c. Special dinners Sunday.
No x

tra charge.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct front distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of cours

CAMFIELD. COMPANY MADE DE
FENDANT IN NEW ACTION
BY GRANT BOARD.

0

The location of the chapel and gate
at the Masonic cemetery was
staked out yesterday and ground will
be broken the first of next week.

D

There will be a regular meeting 01
Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F & A. M.,
tomorrow evening at 7:30. Work In.
the third degree. All members and
visiting brethren cordially Invited to
be present.
The Ladles' Aid xt the Methodist
church will hold, a bakery sale at the
Coors building next Saturday, open
ing at 9 p. m. A full line of bread,
cake, pies, doughnuts, salad and baked
beans will be offered at' reasonable

f1

111

m Ufv:

3 Pop Psoras
'&

'&:

au

i

prices.

m 9

Vfc. K k

Suit for the recovery of the 16,000
acres of land deeded two years ago
to the Camfield Development company
in lieu of payment for the construction of the big Irr! ntlon prolcct upon
the Las Vegas lani grant has ecn
filed by the board of trustees of the
grant through ;ts attorney, xlovbert
W. Clark. Alleging that the Camfield
company failed to fulfill its contract
and has confessed its Inability to do
so, the grant.board asKs the court to
set aside and nullify the deed by
which the land was" conveyed to the
Greeley, Colo., concern.
The complaint, which is a lengthy
document, contains a copy of the con-

lodge

the cue: 2 cnaszn
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tract

Into which

the
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STEARNS

GROCER
GO

AL'-AC-

mm

NUT
LUMP
WHOLESALE A NO RETAIL

raH it

include a means

The

Selling
Farms

may be termed a scieBce
of

must

presenting the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.
To reach this
class in the southwest

w3

the.

- OPTIC
WANT. COLUMNS

Lb el li Essl
?iauii

ill

Onlyri6iri7ih.
The great "Bucks" heaters
Thef great "Round Oak" heaters
The "Great Western". heaters

Every tiling Eatable

"

Fresh lively ;sDay

rock-botto-

NEW WAREHOUSE
GROSS KELLY

Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, ' the
Bull Moose candidate for president,
accompanied by a party, will pass
through Las Vegas in private" scars
Mayflower and Sunbeam tomorrow
morning on Santa Fe train. No. 8.

Lolls

inch,
inch,

3 for.
5c or 6

5

inch....

6

inch,

15c

7 inch..--8 inch.

10
12

HAYWARD

"Teddy" arrived in Albuquerque this
afternoon at 3:55 o'clock on train No.
2, and will stop there three hours, con:
tinuine eastward on No. 8, which is
due here at 1:15 o'clock a. m.

COMPANY
i'T

-

.

inch..
inch

or

.

.

SIDERATION.

The Fire

side

Gem.
HOT'-BLAST-

Plans are being made by Gross, Kel
ly & Company for the erection of t
new warehouse to replace the frame
structure in the rear of their estab
'
lishment on Railroad avjenue. The
400
will
be
feet
long by 40
building
feet wide. It will be constructed of
reinforced concrete and will be absolutely fireproof. There will be a base-

Combines more salent

fea-

tures than any heater on
THE MARKET.

Let us demonstrate it

BE-

FORE YOU buy.

ment the full length of the structure
and it Is probable the warehouse will
be built to the height of two stories,
The cost will be several thousands o:

We can

save you money ON

a SECOND HAND stove.

dollars1.

The new building will be a sub
stantial Improvement
and will add
greatly; to the appearance and conven
ience of Gross, Kelly & Company's
plant. This enterprising' wholesale
firm has been enjoying a constantly
Increasing business and has outgrown
its present storage facilities. Speci
fications are being prepared and con
struction work will be begun at the
earliest possible date.
Santa Pe Brakeman T. E. O'Toole,
who was scalded Monday In a rear
end collision near Engle, on the jSl
Paso branch south of San Marcial,
was brought to Las Vegas yesterday-afternooon delayed train No. 10 and
t'akeh to the Santa Fe hospital for
treatment O'Toole Is burned on the
left arm, neck, face and back. However, the burns will not prove serious
and O'Toole Is reported greatly improved today, '.

.::.--

J, C. Jcioseo S Son
The Fire Side Gem
Hot Blast

Out
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SUPEaTY

OF "OLD

iriSTEAD"

FLCU3

.

Trade demands this Hour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious'
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."

FRESH EVERY DAY

BAKERY GOODS
The

lest iii

The City

";lFei3f.l!ls,.'.

Our sales increase- daily- - by SUCH acknowledgment of
-

its

superiority andsellin qualities,.
Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant

CHARllEiLlLD

CO.

Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

Jefferson Raynolds President
E. D, Raynolds Vice President
Stephea B. Davis Vice Prealdenj, ,

Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier
Cashier

'

H. Erie Hoke Asst

'

Dougiiats,"-Frie-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Cinnamon Rolls

.

Dl LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

10c
25c

for
2

STOVE CON-

T;

A

STRUCTURE WILL BE 400 BY 40
ANDVfiUILT OF REINFORCED
CONCRETE.

Itis time tor

YOUR PLANTS IN FOR THE WINTER

ORDER. YOUR. FLOWER POTS

n

CO. STORE

FOF

Calces and

3
4

and 18iL

.

'

617 DougU$ Are

IT IS TIME TO TAKE

Dread, Rolls. Cookies', Pies, Cakes
Doughnuts, Fried Cakes and
Cir-namo-

8f

Scout shoes.

-

The Las. Vegas aerie of the Fraternal Order of Eagles held a smoker
last night following the regular business meeting. About fifty members
were present. An appetizing luncheon
was served and there were plenty of
cigars for everybody. Manuel Martinez and Nicolas Cordova put on a
boxing match for the amusement of
the EagWs.

Las Vegas
Laundry
Phone Mtla

Boy

Bacha-

m

couple.

And owing to the fact that
there is no friction used to
iron your garments, by this
method, there is positively
no opportunity for unnecessary wear.
Our "press ironers" make
your linens fit and look betterand wear better.

Dctkery Goods, The Best in the City

Br

xi

T

GREfeNBERGER

All sizes at
prices.
Set up free whenjpurchasedof us.

The wedding of Nicolas, Kavanaugh
and Miss Henrieta Delgado ocourr,ed
Monday on the West side. Mr. and
Mrs. Kavanaugh are a popular young

TRY OUR WORK

Gf

'

AT THE GRAAF

See the
rachs.

with-Qx-

I

This is a,JSpecial Drive For Pay Day

If Your Shirt

by our new "pressing system"
it has the same attractive appearance that it has when
new. Our process gives the
shirt the proper stiffness
that harsh, board-likeffect.
.... , ,

of Suits and Overcoats For

A Big Line

r

BERG ER'S

G REEN

'

The senior class of the T. M. C. A
will meet tomorrow night In the gymnasium, at which time plana for the
winter's work will be outlined. "Gym" TEMPERATURE DROPPED
work was commenced last Thursday
night, but, owing to the resignation of
TO FREEZING POINT
Secretary and Physical Director
'
(
It la necessary to make other
of
arrangements for the continuance
LAST NIGHT WAS COOLEST SINCE
class work. It Is probably that vet
THE BEGINNING OF THE
eran members of the class will take
FALL SEASON
turn at leading until Marwick's successor Is appointed.
The temperature last night was
registered at the volunteer weather
The Lyon team and the Anton quin- station at the New Mexico Normal
tette will participate in a three game University as 32.50 degrees, which is
bowling contest tonight on the alleys the lowest up to date this fall There
in the Elks' club house. The Lyon have been a number of light frosts
aggregation administered defeat to in the past week, all of which have
Anton's team, las Wednesday night, left their mark, on the flowers and
and, Bhould they repeat the stunt, they gardens. A slight 'change of color Is
will win the undisputed fight to com- to be noticed on some of the less
pete with the crack' Kelly team
hardy trees, and it will not be long
championship of the alleys. until they will commence to shed their
Should Anton and. his crew come off summer foliage.
victorious tonight a third contest
The cold nights already are having
will be necessary. Both teams are their effect on coal bills, as a fire in
confident of victory and the contest the furnace or grate is almost a nec
should prove close and exciting. Elks essity every
morning to tfike the chill
and their ladles are cordially Invited out of homes or office buildings, and
to, attend. Bowling will commence at the smile of satisfaction is
rapidly re
8 o'clock.
turning to the faces of the fuel dealer, with whom business is-- always dull
in the summer!
Merchants already are noticing tns
effect of approaching fall, as busi
ness is picking up in fine style.

Is Laundered

V

7

Camfield Devel-

opment company entered with the
board of 'trustees of the Las-- Vegas
land grant. Some time ago the grant
board 'brought action against Camfield
and his bondsmen and the Camfield
Development company for the recovery of the bond of $100,000 given fot
the completion of the Irrigation works.
Since the filing of that suit Mr. Cam- field has offered to deed back the land
given him' and his company provided
that the grant board release him from
his bond and pay him for the work
so far accomplished upon the Irrlgatlon system. Negotiations are now
pending between the grant board and
Mr. Camfield and it is thought some
kind of an agreement satisfactory to
may he
concerned
all persons
'
reached.

fot-th- e

Or V7

y

is

i

w:
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These are allNew Fall and Winter Models'
made in all the New Shades and Materials by
the very best of( manufacturers.

Mar-wlc- k,

3 Bunches Fori 25c

ROSENTHAL

n

QRPfi A
111 iJVkil

OptHMlte the Y. M. C. A.

EJlsmark.

A

Concord and Mission
Grapes
t
40c A BASliET

7

one

See Van Petten lor Insurance.

The Store That Sets the Pace

1100010

THINK OK

IS FILED

LANDS

-

And Trade at
j

,

WHEN YOU THINK OF STOVES

SUIT 10 RECOVER

LOCAL NEWS

18, 1912.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

DAILY OPTIC,

.'.10c

for

'

,

25

.............

znzrzz, PERRY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

Capital, $1OO,0OOSurpujs; and Undivided Profits

25c
25c

-

and 35c
50c
85c

rr,

'V

BO U

K

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST, OFFICE

j

w"

'

$35,000

"

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-commodafion Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interbst Paiii on Tims

Dsmoslim

I!

